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1. Introduction 

The catalytic function of surfaces is exhibited in two ways. The 

catalyst reduces the potential energy barrier (activation energy) in the 

path of the chemical reaction, that is otherwise thermodynamically feasible, 

by forming, temporarily, chemical. bonds with the adsorbing molecules. The 

ability of the surface to break some of the strong chemical bonds of the 

reactant molecules (for example, H-H, C-H, C-C, C=O, N:N bonds), bind them 

with strong enough surface bonds so that the residence time of the adsorbate 

is sufficiently long for the necessary chemical rearrangement·to occur, and 

then permit the release of the product molecules to make the various active 

surface sites available for new reactions is one of the essential features 

of heterogeneous catalysis. It is well known that too strong chemical 

bonds between the surface atom and the reaction intermediate leads to 

permanent blocking of the catalyst surface,, i.e., poisoning. Too weak 

chemical bonds between the reactant molecules and the surface will either 

not permit the crucial bond breaking processes to occur or the adsorbate 

residence time becomes too short for the necessary and sometimes complex 

chemical rearrangements to take place. 

There is another and equally important function of a good catalyst 

surface that leads to selectivity. A proper catalyst will facilitate the 

formation of only one out of many possible reaction products. There may be 

many thermodynamically possible paths that could yield a wide variety of pro

duct molecu,Jes. However, the proper catalyst may produce only one product, 

selectively. This enzyme-like characteristic of heterogeneous catalysis has 

not been receiving as wide attention as the ability of the catalyst to lower 

the activation energy of the chemical reaction by forminq temporary chemical 

bonds with the 
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reactants. Both of t.~ese features are the properties of most technologic-

ally important working catalysts, especially those that exhibit abi 1 i ty w 

catalyze the production of structurally complex molecules or catalyze 

complex lll)lecular rearrangement. 

Identification cind study of the "active sites 11 where chemical bond 

scission or rearrangenent occurs, so crucial to the ~orking of a catalyst, 

requires that we investigate the structure and the chemical composition of 

the working catalyst on the atomic scale. Ideally, we would like to inspect 

each non-identical surface site and determine its structure and chemical 

composition while the chemical reaction is taking place. 

Over the past 10 years a multitude of new techniques has been developed 

to permit characterization of catalyst surfaces on the atomic scale. Lm>~

energy e1 ectron diffraction (LEED) can determine the atomic surface 

structure of the topmost layer of the clean catalyst or of the adsorbed 

intermediate. 1 Auger electron spectroscopy 2(AES) and other electron spectro

scopy techniques {X-ray photoelectron, ultra-violet photoelectron, electron 

loss spectroscopies, etc.) can be used to determine the chemical composition 

of the surface with the sensitivity of 1% of a monolayer (approximately 

1013 atoms;cm2). In addition to qualitative and quantitative chemical 

analysis of the surface layer, electron spectroscopy can also be utilized 

to determine the va 1 ency of surface atoms and the nature of the surface 

chemical bond. These are static techniques but us'ing a suitable apparatus, .. 

that will be described later, one can monitor the atomic structure and 

composition during catalytic reactions at low pressures (less than 10-4 

torr). As a result we can determine reaction rates and product distri-

butions in catalytic surface reactions as a function of surface stru:t~r~ 

_gn_g surface chemical composition. These relations per:nit th~ ex:J1or.1t~~J:1 
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of the mechanistic details of ca~lysis on the molecular level to optimize 

catalyst preparation and to buil a new catalyst systems by em loyi ng the 

knowledge gained. 

Ideally, we would like to study the structure and composition of 

supported, dispersed catalyst pa~icles in the same configuration 
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the 
used in/chemical technology. However, the detennination of the atomic 

catalyst 
surface structure of the/particle that is situated inside the pores of 

the high surface area support by low-energy electron diffraction, for 

example, is not possible. This technique requires the presence of 
0 

ordered domains of 200 A or larger to obtain sharp diffraction features 

necessary to define the surface structure. Even Auger electron emission 

that is the property of individual atoms can be obtained even from liquid 
catalyst 

surfaces and can only be employed for studies of supportedjsurfaces with 

difficulty. Identification of the active sites does require the deter
catalyst 

rr1ination of the structure and composition of the/surface, however. To 

avoid the difficulties,of carrying out these experiments on supported 

catalyst surfaces, we have adopted the strategy in our studies of catalyst 

surfaces that is used successfully in synthetic organic chemistry and many 

other fields of chemistry as well. 

We shall prepare the various building blocks of the catalyst surface 

and study them separately. Then we put the parts together and the re

sultant structure should have all of the properties of the working 

catalyst particle. Just as in the case of synthetic insulin or the s12 

molecule the proof that the synthesis was successful is in the identical 

performance of the synthesized and 11 natural 11 products. Our building 

blocks are crystal surfaces with well-characterized atomic surface structure 

and composition. Cutting these crystals in various directions permits us 

to systematically vary their surface structure and to study the chemical 

reactivity associated with each surface structure. If we do it properly, 

all of the surface sites and microstructures with unique chemical activity 

could be identified this way. Then, by preparing a surface where all of 

.. 
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these sites are simultaneously present in the correct configurations and 

concentrations the chemical behavior of the catalyst particle could be 

reproduced. The real value of this synthetic approach is that ultimately, 

one should be able to synthesize a catalyst that is much more selective 

since we build into it only the desirable active sites in a controlled 

manner. 

In our modelling approach to heterogeneous catalysis we carry out 

studies on well-characterized crystal surfaces first in the following 

sequence: 

Structure of Crystal Surfaces and of Adsorbed Gases 

H 

Surface Reactions on Crystals at Low Pressures (~10-4 torr) 

H 

Surface Reactions on Crystals at High Pressures (103 - 105 torr) 

H 

Reactions on Dispersed Catalysts 

First we study the surface structure and chemisorption characteristics 

of crystals cut along different crystallographic orientations. Then a 

well chosen chemical reaction is studied at low pressure to establish 

correlations between reactivity and surface structure and composi.tion. 

Below 10-4 torr the surface can be monitored continuously during the re

action with various electron spectroscopy technique~. Then the same 

catalytic reaction is studied at high pressures .. (l - 100 atmospheres) and 

the pressure dependence of the reaction rate is determined using the same 

sample over the 9 orders of magnitude range. Finally, the rates and pro

duct distributions that were determined at high pressures on single 
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crystal surfaces are compared •nit" the reactivity of polydispersed sr:1all 

particle catalyst systems. At law pressures a quadrupole mass spectra-

meter is used as a detector of both the chemical reaction rates and the 

product distributions. 3 At high pressures a gas chromatograph is employed. 

that is as sensitive as a mass spectrometer that is used at low pressures.4 

Our experiment indicates that small surface area {approximately i cm2) 

single crystal catalyst samples can readily be used in studies as long as 
,. 

the reaction rate is greater than 10-0 product molecules/surface atom/ 

second. The rate so defined is collltlOnly called 11 tt.irnover number11 in the 

field of catalysiso Most of the important catalytic reactions -hydro

genation, dehydrogenation, oxidation, isomerization, dehydrocyclization, 

hydrogenolysis -- have rates usually greater than the detection limit, 

even at low pressures. 

Using this approach to study heterogeneous catalysis on the atomic 

scale, we have investigated the mechanism of hydrocarbon catalysis by 

platinum surfaces. We shall describe in detail the results of these 

studies that are pertinent in determining the nature of the active sites 

on the surface of this meta 1. ~e sha 11 show how the results obtai ned for 

platinum may be extrapolated to other catalyst systems. Finally He shall 

present a model of metal catalysis that has been emerging from our studies 

of platinum surfaces. 

2. The Atomic Structure of SLrfaces. Structure~ of Low and Hi~h Miller 

Index Crystal Surfaces. 

Figure 1 shows the schematic diigram of a solid surface. The surf~ce 
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is dearly heterogeneous on an a-tomic scale. There 3.re atoms in various 

positions that are distinguishable by their nurrber of nearest neighbors, 

atoms in steps and in kinks; there ar.e adatoms and t.'lere are point defects, 

vacancies in the surface. Experimental evidence to the existence of all 

of these surface species has come mostly from low-energy electron diffraction 

and field ion microscooy studies. Of these surface sites that are shown 

schematically in Figure ~ __ the terrace sites, th~ kink and step sites 

are perhaps the most important for purposes of heterogeneous catalysis. 

The concentration of these sites can be large from 5 to over 50% of a 

monolayer (1o13 - 1dS sites/cm2), while the concent!"'Hhn of adatoms and 

vacancies are very small, less than 10-2%, even at ~1e nelting point of 

roost rre ta 1 s. 

By cutting single crystals in various cryst3.ilogrc.onic directions, v;e 

can change the relative concentrations of atoms in terraces and steps and 

kinks. Figure 2 shows a stereographic triangle of a face-centered cubic 

!ictal. At the corners the {111), (100) and {110) crystal faces are shown. 

These are the lowest surface free energy, highest a~:::mic density crystal 

orientations. When cr}stals are cut to these low ~-Iiller Index orientations, 

most of the surface ato~ will be in terrace positiJns. The surface will 

be relatively smooth on the atomic scale and most ~f t~e surface atoms have 

the highest coordination number or number of ne3.res: neighbors possible. 
schematically 

One of these surfaces, t.'le (111) face of platinum; is sno·,...n;in Figure 3a. 

On cutting high t~i 11 er Index surfaces at some angl = ·,o~i :.'1 respect to the 

low Mill~r Index surface, the atomic surface str~c:~~~ c1anges cJmoletelj. 

A (S57) surface, for ex~rnole, exhibits periodic s':.2'JS Jf Ton~tomic hei·~h: 
s ·::"12:1"-j;: i CJ 11 '/ 

separated by terraces that are 6 atoms wide. T~is is 5~c~njin Fi~ure 3~. 
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~ 

The terraces have (111) orientations since they are cut closest to the 

(111} crystal face while the steps have (100) orientation since the high 

Miller Index surface is in the direction of L1e (1QO) crystal face. The 

high and low Hiller Index surfaces, their ator.1ic. structure and chemistry 

will be discussed in some detail below. 

On cutting a crystal surface in the middle of the stereographic tri

angle, a surface structure that exhibits a large density of kinks in the 

steps will be produced. 
1
: One of these high kink density surfaces 

[1/w 7J.,r<1<jr.;Jj'bl 

is shown schematically in Figure 3c. Platinum crystal surfaces that wer~ 

prepared in the zones indicated by the arrows at the sides of the triang1:, 

are thermally unstable. These surfaces, on he~ting, will rearrange to 

yield'the two surfaces that aopear at the end of :he arrows. 

There is reason to 

believe that the the~i stability exhibited by Hrious low and high ilil!='" 

Index platinum surfaces are the same for other face-centered cubic metals. 

There are, of course, differences expected for surfaces of body-centered 

cubic solids or for surfaces of solids with o::,er crystal structures. 

\~e have found that the chemical reactivity of low t~i11er Index·sur-

faces of platinum are very different from the r=:tctivity of high i1iller 

Index stepped or kinked surfaces and that t.l-re re3ctivities of surfaces ~.,; :.

steps and with kinks in the steps are very d,ifferent from each other. 5 

Thus, it is appropriate to disc:;ss these vario•Js surfaces separ.3tely. 

First we shall discuss Ute atomic str:;cture of 1aw ~'iiller Index surfac2s. 

then we shall discuss t."le atomic surface s tructu~s of high r1111 ?r Ind~.( 

stepped and kinked surfaces. 

• 
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The Atomic Surf~ce Structure of th~ ;:1 ean. (111) Pl a tin urn Crys ~ 1 ?~ce 

Low-energy electron diffraction studies have revealed that the atoms 

in this platinum surface are in positions as expected from the arojection 
5 of the X-ray unit ce 11 to the surface. The diffraction pa t~rn t1at is 

exhibited {Figure 4) clearly indicates a six-fold rotational s~try 

that is expected in such a surface. Calculations of surface structure 

from low-energy ~lectron diffraction ~earn intensities indicate ~1at atoms 

are in those positions in the surface layer {with respect to the second 

layer) as indicated by the X-ray unit cell within 5% of the interlayer 
6,7 

distance. 

The Atomic Surface Structure of the Clean (100) Platinum Crystal Face 

fiigure s,_silows the_diffraction pattern associated \1/ith the clean 

(iOO) platimm surface. There are extra diffraction features ;., addition 

to t~ose expected for this surface str~cture from the X-ray unit cell. 

Tnis surface exhibits a so-called (Sxl) surface structure.8 There are two 

perpendicular domains of this structure and there are 1/5, 2/5, 3/5 and 

4/5 order spots between the (00) and (lO) diffraction beams. T:~e surface 

st~ucture is not quite as simple as th~ shorthand notation indicates as 

is shown by the splitting of the fractional order beams. The s~rface 

structure appears to be stable at all temperatures from 25°C ~ the 

melting point, although at elevated temperatures carbon can diffuse to the 

surface and cause transfonnation of t."le structure 'to the ii71ouri t:; 

stabilized (lxl) surface structure. The same structure is observed for 

other 5d transition rretals that are reignbors of platinum h :-:~ Je,.i:Jdic 

table, such as gold and iridium. 

/ 
f 
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The diffraction beam intensities of the {Sxl) surface str~cture are 

·..:n-:e!"' c~ose invo.stigation in r'ierrt laboratories. Preli'7!i'"'c:"v c~lc~lations 

favor a model· in which the surface atoms assume a distortad, hexagonal 

configuration by out-of-plane buckling. The apparent (5x1) unit cell is 

the result of coincidence of L~e atomic positions of atons in the surface 

with atoms of the undistorted second layer below. It has been suggested 

~~at the surface reconstruction arises from the high pola!"'izability of 

t.~ese metal atoms which intensifies the driving force to·,.,.ards reconstruction 

under action of the surface ele~tric field. 9 

We ca 11 this Pt(l 00) surface reconstructed. Surface reconstruction 
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is defined as the state of the clean surface when it 1 s low-energy electron 

diffraction pattern indicates the presence of a surface unit mesh that is 

different from the bulk-like (lxl) unit mesh that is expected from the 

projection of the bulk X-ray unit cell. Conversely, an unreconstructed 
so~called 

surface has a surface structure and aj(lxl) diffraction pattern that is 

expected from the projection of the X-ray unit cell for that particular 

surface. Such a definition of surface reconstruction does not tell us 

anything about possible changes in the interlayer distances between the 

first and the second layers of atoms at the surface. Contraction or 

expansion in the direction perpendicular to the surface can take place 

without changing the (lxl) two dimensional surface unit cell size or 

orientation. Indeed, several 1 ow Miller Inde < surfaces of clean roonatomi c 

and diatomic solids exhibit unreconstrcted surfaces but the surface 

structure also exhibits contraction or expansion perpendicular to the 
9a surface plane in the first layer of atoms. 

The Atomic Surface Structure of the Clean (110) Platinum Crystal Face_ 

The (110) crystal face, just like the (100) crystal face, is recon-
10 structed. The surface unit cell is an apparent (lx2) unit mesh indicating 

that the lattice unit cell vector is twice as large in one direction while 

the same in the other direction as that expected from the projection of 

the bulk X-ray unit cell to this surface. Thus, the rectangular surface 

unit mesh that would be expected from the projection of the X-ray unit 

cell is elongated in one direction while remaining unchanged in the other 

direction. This surface has not been investigated to such an extent as 

the (111) and (100) crystal faces of platinu~. The chemisorption characteristics 
of various adsorbates 
/are certainly less explored than those on the other two low Miller Index 
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surfaces. However adsorbates which have been investigated, CO and o
2

,lO, lOaa 

are more strongly bound than on other low index surfaces, thus the valley 

and ridge str~cture make this surface adsorb similarly to high Miller Index 

step surfaces. 
The Atomic Surface Structure of High Miller Index Surfaces 

Studies of surfac(S of high Miller Index and higher surface free 

energies are important in their own right. It is important to elucidate 

their atomic structure and stability under a variety of experimental con

ditions in the presence of reactive and inert gases and in vacuum. Recent 

low-energy electron diffraction investigatio,;s of coppe~! rermanium,12 

gallium arsenid~2and platinu~3surfaces indicate that the surfaces of 

crystals characterized by high Miller Index consist of terraces of low 

Index planes separated by steps often one atom in height. The ordered 

stepped surfaces display varying degrees of thermal stability. Figure 

6 shows a stereographic triangle of a face-centered cubic crystal depicting 

the various high Miller Index surfaces of platinum that were studied. 

The diffraction patter from a high Miller Index surface exhibits diffraction 

beam doublets that appear at well-defined electron beam energies. Some 

of the diffraction patterns that are obtained from the high Miller Index 

surfaces and the surface structures that can be derived from these 

diffract.ion patterns are indicated in Figure 7. The terrace 

widths are calculated from the doublet separation. The step height is 

obtained from the variation of the intensity maximum of the doublet 

diffraction beam features with electron energy. The detailed analysis 

of the surface structure based on these diffraction patterns are described 

elsewhere.13 The terrace width does not have to be uniform to obtain 

satisfactory diffraction patterns. Houston and Park14 in a theoretical 

study have shown that there may be a great deal of variation in the step 

width about an average value. still, one obtains a diffraction pattern of 
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satisfactory quality. That is, if the diffraction pattern indicates t.":at 

the terrace width is six atoms wide, that does not rule out the presence 

of a 1 arge number of terraces of five or seven atoms wide. Si nee t.1e re-

arrangements of high Miller Index surfaces to ordered low Index terraces 

separated by periodic steps, takes place regardless of the chemical bondir.~ 

in the crystal, it may be regarded as a general structural property of 

high Index surfaces. It is therefore of value to have a standardized 

nomenclature to identify stepped surface structures. 

Stepped surfaces are indicated by the postscirpts, S, so that Pt(S) 

indicates a stepped platinum crystal surface. The ordered step array 

can then be completely designated by t.~e widths and t.~e orientations of 

tr.e terraces and the height and the orientation of the steps. The 

st2pped surface may be designated as Pt(S)-[r·1(1ll )xN(lOO}](\vhere 1·1(111) 

designates a terrace of {111) orientation and ~1 atomic rows in width :1nd 

N(lOO} indicates a stepped (100) orientation and N atomic layers high). 

Pt(S)-[M(lll)x(lOO)] indicates the strJcture of various high Miller Index 

platinum stepped surfaces having step heights of one atomic layer. (ihe 

one is not shown in front of the step orientation.) A more detailed 

description of the nomenc1ature of more complex stepped structures is 

. 1 13 g1ven e sewhere. In Figure 6 the stereographic triangle indica:es 

both the high t1iller Index notation as well as the step notation t.'lat is 

more descriptive of the real atomic structure of high Miller Inciex S'Jrfa:;:s. 

The thermal stability of the steos is of great interest. ~1e iu·1e 

found that for platinum high Miller Index surfaces show extr3or~i~ary 

thermal stability away from the arr'J\'IS indicated in Figure 6. 

surfaces may be heated above 1200°C where they ~ay disorder. 
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on cooling to 800°C or in that temperature range the ordered step structur~ 

is re-established. Because of tne high thermal stability of these surflces 

they must play important roles in catalytic surface reactions that take 

place at temperatures appreciably below the temperature at which the sur

face structure ord,!rs_ by annealing. However, 
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high Miller Index surfaces in the range of the arro~s indicat~d in Figure 

6 

a 

is 

facet to crystal surfaces at the end of the arrm·1s. Thus, on heatlng, 
re-structure 

(510) surface will I into a (100) and (210) surface. This faceting 

easily detectable and monitored by low-energy electron diffractio&l. 

Perhaps the most significant property of stepped platinum surfaces 

is their great reactivity as compared to low Index crystal surfaces •. The 

chemisorption of hydrogen, oxygen and carbon monoxide was studied by lm'l

energy el ecton diffraction on ordered stepped surfaces of pl atinurJ.S The 

stepped surfaces behave very differently during chemisorption from those 

of low Index platinum surfaces and the various stepped surfaces also be

have differently from each other]5 Hydrogen and oxygen t~at co not chemi

sorb ~eas·ily on the (111) and (100) crystal faces of plati~um, chemisorb 

readily at relatively low temperatures on the stepped o1atinum surfaces. 

All in all, these surfaces play important roles in breaking large binding 

energy chemical bonds {H-H, C-H, C-C, etc.) that \'/Ould not break readily 

on low Miller Index surfaces. It appears that steps and kinks are active 

sites and their chemical properties play an important roie in catalytic 

surface reactions. Much of our discussions of chemisorption and reactivity 

associated with catalyst surfaces are centered on discussions of properties 

of atomic sites {ste9s and kinks) of low coordination number. These 

properties will be discussed shortly. 

3. Techniques to St:.~dy the Relationship Beb1een' Reacti'tityand the 
I 

Structure and Composition of Surfaces in the Atomic Sea 1 e. 

Static Techniques 

A. Low-energy el~ctron diffraction. A typical 1cr.~-~'1ergy electron 

diffraction experiment consists of a monoenergetic ~eam af el~ctrons, 
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10 to 500 eV in energy, incident on one face on a single crystal (Figure 

a). Roughly 5% of the electrons are elastically back-scattered and this 

fraction is allowed to impinge on a fluorescent screen. If the crystal 

surface is well-ordered, a diffraction pattern consisting of bright well

defined spots will be displayed on the screen. The sharpness and overall 

intensity of the spots i:s related to the degree of order on surfaces.1 

Although the surface may be irregular on a microscopic and submicroscopic 

scale, the presence of sharp diffraction features indicates that the 

surface is ordered on an atomic scale, the atoms lying in a plane parallel 

to the surface characterized by a two-dimensional lattice structure. The 

size of these ordered domains determines the quality of the diffraction 

pattern. Because of experimental limitations on the coherence width of 
• 0 

the electron beam, ordered domains larger than approximately 500 A in 
distinguishable from smaller 

diameter are not I ones • However, if the ordered domains become 
0 

significantly smaller than 500 A, diffraction spots broaden and become 

less intense. The presence of sharp diffraction features in low-energy 
(Figure 9 ) 

electron diffraction/establishes that the surfaces are ordered on the 

atomic scale. In addition, the positions and symmetry of the diffraction 

spots can be used tn determine the two-dimensional periodicity of the 

surface structure. We can imagine for the moment 

that the surface structure wi 11 be rather 1 ike the determination of the 

btlk structure along the crystal plane, although there may be a rearrange

ment or reconstruction of the surface atoms from the bulk structure. The 

presence of the surface destroys the bulk translational periodicity in 

the direction normal to the presumed planar surface while the translational 

periodicity of the solid parallel to the surface is retained. The 
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diffraction pattern gives a representation of the surface reciprocal lattice 

and the unit cell vectors ~Y be determined from measurement of the beam 

angles • 

The basic complication of surface structure analysis by low-energy 

electron diffraction comes from the fact that observation of the diffraction 

pattern geometry serves only to determine the size and shape of the two

dimensional unit cell which characterizes the translational periodicity 

parallel to the surface. 1 Critical information relating to structural 

variation in the direction normal to the surface must be extracted from 

the analysis of the intensity of the diffracted beams. Such an intensity 

analysis is in priciple required, for example, to determine the packing 

sequence and interlayer spacing of the top few atomic layers of a single 

crystal surface. 

Low-energy electron diffraction studies of cfean surfaces have re

vealed that most of these surfaces, if prepared under proper conditions, 

are ordered on an atomic scale and exhibit sharp diffraction beams and 

high diffraction beam intensities. Metal, semiconductors, alkali halide, 

inert gas and organic crystal surfaces have been studied this way, and 

all of these exhibit ordered surface structures. 

One of the most exciting observations of low-energy electron diffraction 

studies of adsorbed monolayers on low Miller Index crystal surfaces is 

the predominance of ordering within these layers1•8 These studies have 

detected a large number of surface structures formed upon adsorption of 

different atoms and molecules on a variety of solid surfaces. Conditions 

range from low temperature, inert gas physisorption to the chemisorption 

of reactive diatomic gas molecules and hydrocarbons at room temperature 

and above. A listing of over 200 adsorbed surface structures, mostly of 
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small molecules, adsorbed on low Miller Index surfaces can be found in a 

recent review. 1 

There are two systems to denote the unit mesh of ordered monolayer 

structures-formed upon adsorption. The first system originally proposed 

by Wood
19 

is probably the moJt commonly used and can be applied to systems 
-P ..... 

in which the angle between the vectors a and b 1s the same for the adsorbed 

structure as for the substrate. The structure is labeled by the general 

form p(nxm)R~0 or c(nxm)R~0 , depending on whether the unit mesh is 

primitive or centered. For example, in Figure 10 ~he diffraction pattern 

of a clean platinum (111) surface and a pattern with adsorbed acetylene 

(C2H2) on the (111} crystal face are shown. The structure deduced from 

this f~gure is thus labeled p(2x2) having unit cell vectors twice as large 

as the unit cell of the platinum substrate and pointing in the same 

direction. The total system is then referred to as Pt(ll1)-(2X2)-C2H
2

• 
r . . orderea 

For cases in which the angle between the unit mesh vectors of the/substrate 
ordered 

and theJadsorbate is different1 a matrix notation 
Da 

is generally used. The unit mesh vectors or the adsorbed structure are 

related to substrate mesh vectors by tne transformation 

-+b I -+ -+ = m2la + m22b 

These equations define the transformation matrix, M = (mll ml2) which is 
m21 m22 

used to characterize the structure. For the structure illustrated in 

Figure1o·the tr3nsformation matrix is~= (6~). Using this notation the 

reciprocal lattice transformation matrix and thus the diffraction pattern 

can be obtained by taking the inverse transpose of M, M* = ~- 1 and this 

'!-, 

r· 
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equ~tion can obviously: also be used in the reverse direction to obtain 

the real space uni~ mesh from the diffrac~ion pat!ern. 

Over the past several years, low-energy electron difftaction th~.lry 

has been developed that allows us to comoute from the diffraction beam 

intensities the precise locations of atoms or molecules on surfaces. The 

basic experimental data is the measured intensity of the diffraction beams 

as a function of electron energy, and the only adjustable parameters are 

the surface atomic geometry itself. Once the intensity vs. voltage curve 

{I vs. V) is computed, assuming a certain atomic location in the surface, 

they are compated with experiments. The computation is repeated using 

various locations for surface atoms until the best agreement between 

experiment and theory is obtai ned. Figure 11 !shows the computed and ex

perimental intensities of diffraction beams from platinum (111) clean 

surface where best agreement between experiment and theory has been 

obtained. For this surface the atoms appears to be positioned according 

tn the predictable projection of the X-ray unit cell to that particular 

surface. 

There are two major features of the electron-solid interaction 

evidenced in the I-V profiles and in other scattering data in low-energy 

electron diffraction that the theory must provide for. 1) In contrast 

to the case of X-ray scattering, cross-sections for low-energy electrons 

from atoms are large {on the order of 10 A2/atom) .and 2) the incident 

electrons interact strongly with the valence electrons in the solids' 

resulting inahigh probability of inelastic scattering. Features 1 ar.d 

2, taken together with the wave-like behavior of the electrons, rake 

low-energy electron diffraction a sensi ti ''~ probe of the surface atomic 
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structure. Feature 1~ however, renders the use of the simple kinematical, 

since scattering theory that is used so successfully in X-ray diffraction 

inadequate in low-energy electron diffraction and necessitates the use of 

multiple scattering or so-called dynamical theories. Feature 2, on the 

other hand, means that the electrons are removed from the elastic electron 

beam due to inelastic collision damping with a characteristic mean free 
0 

path of 3 to 10 A. The inelastic collision damping tends to reduce though 

by no means eliminates the effect of multiple scattering. The presence 

of multiple scattering introduces secondary maxima in the I-V profiles in 

addition to the Bragg peaks that are also observed in X-ray diffraction and 

anticipated from kinematical theory. 

Over the past several years the surface structures of several clean 

monatomic solid surfaces and a variety of adsorbed atoms on solid surfaces 

have been determined by low-energy electron diffraction~ 
1

This field of 

study is now called surface crystallography and it is one of the most 

rapidly growing field of surface science. By studying the atomic surface 

structure of clean surfaces and adsorbed molecules, the nature of the 

surface chemical bond can be explored in a systematic manner. 

B. Auger Electron Spectroscopy. If a high energy electron beam 

(103 - 105 eV) or high energy electromagnetic radiation (X-rays) is allowed 

to strike a solid surface in addition to electron emission from the valence 

band, electrons are excited from inner electron shells as well~ The 

two primary electron shell excitation processes that lead to the production 

of a free electron that can be collected by a suitable detector is illustrated 
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in Figure 12~ The notation 'He have adopted to designate the electron 

energy levels in the atoms is that most commonly used in atomic spectroscopy. 

The K, L, M shells refer to those with principle quantum number 1, 2, _3, 
respectively, 
1 and the subscripts (Ll' L2, L3) indicate the multiplicity j which is a 

vector sum of the angular momentus, L·and the spin quantum numberS, 

J = t±s. 
The electron, upon excitation, is ejected from an inner shell into 

vacuum and the energy of the free electron is then measured. This techni-

que is called X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy. If the electron is ejected 

from the valence band by ultaviolet radiation, the technique is called 

ultraviolet phoroelectron spectroscopy. Excitation energies not greater 

t.llan those provided by ul travi ol et radiation are necessary for e le<:tron 

excitation from the valence ban or of electrons from the valence shell of 

adsorbed molecules. 

Let us turn our attention to the dominant recombination .. or de-

excitation processes which follow the excitation of electrons from the 
(Figure 13) 

inner shell or from the valence shell/. The first mode of de-excitation is 

the Auger process which leads to further electron emission. The second 

mode of de-excitation may result in the emission of electromagnetic 

radiation and it is commonly called X-ray fluorescence. In the Auger 

transition, the electron vacancy in an inner shell is filled by an electron 

from an outer band. The energy released by this transition is transferr~~ 

to another electron in any of the electron levels which is t:,en ejecterj. 

Energy analysis of the emitted electrons will give differences in bindh] 

energy between electronic bands parti ci pati ng in the i\uger proces:> that 

are characteristic of a giv~n element. Analysis of the X-ray fl~oresc2n:~ 
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spectra gives similar information. It has been found, however, that for 

light elements the probability of Auger transitions is much greater than 

the probability of X-ray fluorescence. 

In recent years Auger electron soectroscopy; ultraviolet photoelectron 

spectroscopi
0
and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopt1have come to play 

prominent roles in studies analyzing the composition and bonding at surfaces. 

These techniques can conveniently be used to determine nondestructive1y the 

composition of the surface and changes of the surface co~position under a 

variety of experimental conditions. Since the Auger transition probab-

ilities are large, especially for ele~ents of low atomic number, surface 

impurities in quantities as little as 1% of a monolayer (-lo13 atoms/cm2) 

may be detected. 

The experimental apparatus to detect Auger electron emission that is 

frequently used at present utilized the goemetry of the low-energy electron 

diffraction apparatus. Thus, both Auger electron spectroscopy and low-

energy electron diffraction studies can be carried out on the same crysta~ 

surface by using the same electron optics in two different modes alternately 

in the same experimental system. In the Auger mode, however, we analyze 

the energy distribution of the inelastically scattered electrons. 

Separation of the Auger peaks from L1e background of secondary electrons 
·) 

is carried out by superposing a s;;;all ac signal on a retarding de potential.'-

Suitable detection I allows t~e monitoring of the first and second 

derivative of the electric curren~ as a function of the retarding potential 
" 

.91. and di'" • In this way, the Au<jer peaks or oth~r characteristic ener~:' 
dV dV2 

loss peaks can easily be distinguished from the background of other electron 

emission processes. The energy at ~hich the Auger peak is detected in 
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such·a spectrum, E (obse~~d), is actually the binding energy difference 
( ~i r:ur<: i ~ ) 

of the electronic shells that participate in the process;. Since the 

electronic binding energf~s are tabulated in most cases inspection of these 

tables allows one to det~Tmine the element responsible for the energy loss 

and the particular elect~nic transitions that took place. By suitable 

calibration with known standards, the intensities of the peaks can be 
2la; 

used for quanita.tive as 1Wf!11 as qualitative surface analysis. A typical 

Auger spectrum from platinum surfaces is displayed in Figure 15. 

The presence of small com~Centrations of carbon . the most common 

impurities on surfaces, are easily discernable~ Since both Auger electron 

and photoelectron emission are atomic properties, t~cse techniques can be 

applied to studies of soiid surfaces ·,o~ith various d~grees of crystallinity 

(foil, crystal, dispersed particles, etc.) and to st!ldies of liquid surfaces 

as well. 

Transport Techniques 

A. Studies of surface reaction r3tes at low (10-l - 10-4 torr) and 

at high (lo3 - 105 torr} pressures. During the past five years new in

struments have been developed in our laboratory to permit in situ studies 
22a 

of the reactivity of crystal surfaces at both low and at high pressures. 

In all of these experiments small surface area, approximately l c~2 single 

crystal or polycrystalline catalyst samples, can re3dily be used 

1 . - - 6 1 I as eng as the reaction rate 1s greater than 10 product ~olecu es 

surface atom/second. The sche!T1.e of one of these anparati is shown in 

Figure 16. At low pressures (lo- 7 - i0- 4 torr) th? re3ction rate and 

product dis tri buti ens Jre monitored "Jy quadrupole r..ass spectror.eter '"'h i1 e 

the surface structure and compos i ti en ar~ determined by 1 JW-':?!1~rgy e i ec::rJn 
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diffraction and Auger electron spectroscopy, respectively, during th~ 

surface reaction if desired. Then, a small cup (total volume approxi:lateiJ 

10 cm3) can be placed around the crystal sample that isolates it fro~ the 

rest of the chamber that can be pressurized to over 100 atmospheres, if 

desired,duringithe mixture of gaseous reactants. The high pressu~ 

reaction charmer is connected to a gas chromatograph that serves to ::onitor 

both rate and product distribution in this circumstance. The struct~re 

and composition can be determined in situ by LEED and Auger elect~n 

spectroscopy before and after the high pressure experiment once the c~a 

is removed. Crystal samples may be heated during both low and hi~h 

pressure experiments and a vacuum of 10-8 torr can be maintained outside 

the Qressurized cup in the reaction chamber. The effect of addins a~ 

i~purity or a second constitu:ent (alloying) to the surface on the 

reactivity, can also be studied in this system. The second consti~~~t 

may be vaporized at low ani>ient pressure onto the surface of the crys-::~11 he 

sample from an external vapor source until the desired surface co~~ositic~ 

is obtained. The crystal surface can be cleaned by ion bo~barCr.en~ 

is also available as an attachment on the reaction chamber. 
3:4 

This and similar instrument~ that allow one to study reactio~ r~:~s 

and product distributions on small area crystal surfaces and cata1;s: 

surfaces have been used in our studies of the ~echanism of hetero;er.~~s 

catalysis and the nature of active sites. The studies that are pri~.crtl~' 

concentrated on hydrocarbon reaction as catalyzed by platinum cr;stai 

surfaces, will be reviewed below. 

B. f·IOl ecul a r ·Beam Surface Sea tteri ng. Another apparatus 

that is very useful in studies of the r..echanism of catJlytic s~r-:=~ce 
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used in 
reactions is shown in Figure 17. This is/a molecular beam-surface sea tteri n~J 

experimenFin \'lhi ch a well-collimated beam of the reactant gas or gas 

mixture is scattered from a crystal surface and the products that are 
' d 

desorbed after a single scattering at a given solid angle are detected 

by mass spectrometry. By rotation of the mass spectrometer around the 

sample, the angular distribution of the scattered products can be determined. 

If the incident molecular beam is chopped at well-defined frequencies, 

the time of flight of the incident molecules between the chopper and the 

detector is determined by phase shift measurements?3 This information 

yields the residence time of molecules on the surface. Chopping the 

product molecules that desorb from the surface permit determination of 

their volocity. The experimental variables of this system are the 

temperature, atomic structure and composition of the surface and the 

velocity and the angle of incidence of the molecular beam. In reactive 

scattering experiments the mass spectrometer detects the product distri

bution and rates offormationof product molecules (reaction probabilities 

or single scattering) as a function of the system variables. From the 

dependence of the reaction rate on the incident beam velocity (or 11 beam 

temperature 11
) the activation energy for adsorption, if any, is deter

mined. From the surface temperature dependence of the rate of activation 

energy of the surface reaction is obtained. The surface residence time 

of the molecules, the kinetic energy and angular distribution of the 

products reveals the nature of energy transfer during the gas-surface 

interactions. 23 

A detailed description of molecular beam-surface scattering experi-

ments and the results of these studies are given elsewhere. 22 ,23 Here 
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we shall discuss only those studies that are important in verifying the 

nature of active sites in heterogeneous catalysiso 

_Cleaning and Preparation of Si~le Crystal Surfaces 

The catalyst crystal samples are generally cut from single crystal 

rods that are electron beam zone-refined to obtain low impurity concen

trations (in the ten parts per million range). The common impurities in 

platinum samples are carbon, calcium, phosphorus and sulfur; these must 

be removed before commencing with the studies of catalytic reactions. 

The catalyst samples were prepared by orienting with a Laue back-reflection 

X-ray technique, spark cutting an approximately 1 mm thick slice with the 

proper crystallographic orientation exposed and polishing both sides and 

etching. The carbon, phosphorus and sulfur impurities can be removed by 

oxidation in Sxlo-8 torr of oxygen at -lOOOK. The adsorbed oxygen is 

removed by heating the sample to 1300K in vacuum. The high concentration 

of calcium impurity which possibly remained in the sample from the reduction 

of the platinum ore, could only be removed by extensive oxidative heat 

treatments. The sample was oxidized at 1500K in 10-5 torr of oxygen for 

24-48 hours. This treatment fixes calcium on the surface in the form of 

a stable oxide which will decompose with calcium vaporization from the 

surface upon heating to l800K. A small amount of calcium impurity may be 

removed also by argon ion bombardment at llOOK. The clean platinum sur

face structure can be identified by both low-energy electron diffraction 

pattern and the Laue X-ray diffraction pattern. 

The cleaning of the various catalyst samples has to be scrutinized 

for each materials studied. For iron, the major impurity is sulfur and 

its removal has to be carried out outside the vacuum system in a furnace 
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in.a· constant hydrogen flow for a long period of time (days). Trace 

metallic impu.-ities or nonrretallic impurities may be removed either by 

argon ion bord>ardment in the vacuum chamber or by chemical treatment 

using gas-surface interactions of different types • . 
We shall restrict our discussion of st~dies on platinum surfaces 

that will serve as a model of surface studies of other catalysts. 

4. Chemisorption of Hydrocarbons o~ Low and High Miller Index Surfaces 

of Platinum, Iridium and Gold. 

Chenrlsorotion of Hydrocarbons on the Platinum(lll) and (100) Crystal Faces 

The adsorption and ordering characteristics of a large group of 

organic comp9unds has been studied on the ~latinum (100) and {lll) single 
~1 

crystal surfaces. LoW-energy electron diffraction has been used to deter-

::~i~e the surface strJctures. ~~ork function change measurements have been 

made to determine the charge redistribution which occurs on adsorption. 

Ti1e mlecules which have been studied are acetylene, aniline, benzene, 

biphenyl, n-butybenzene, t-butylbenzene, cy3nobenzene, 1,3-cyclohexadiene, 

cyc1ohexane, cyclohexene, cyclopentane, ethyiene, n-hexane, mesitylene, 

2-methylnaphthalene, napthalene, nitrobenzene, propylene, pyridine, toluene 

and m-xylene. The shape·and.the bonding characteristics of the organic 

100lecules have been varied· systematical.ly sa that correlations can.be 

made bet'lleen,··these prooerties and their. interaction .wtth the metal surface • 

The b1o . platincrm.crystal faces~ (111) and (100), that were used as 

substrates in this s~udy have six-fold and four-fold rotational symmetry, 

respectively. T1us, 'He can find out how~~~ ator;1ic surface str'Jctur~ ·:)c \. 
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the metal influences the nature of c.1e:ilisorption of the vartous organic 

molecules.· The adsorption of molecules with molecular dimensions smaller 

than substrate interatomic distances usually gives rise to the formation 

of ordered adsorbed structures with L~e rotational symmetry of the sub

strate such that the unit vectors of the overl ayer are closely related to 

the substrate unit cell vectori? Thus in most cases local interactions 

between substrate and adsorbate seems to play a dominant role in deter-

mining their adsorption characteristics. However, as the surface density 

of smali molecules is increased adsorbate-adsorbate interactions often 

become increasingly important as evicenced by continuous t\'IO dimensional 

compressions in the unit cell size for some of the adsorbates. 26 

Studies of the adsorption of large molecules where tile mol~cular 

S '-o .L- is larger than the interatomic distances in the substrate is especia11y 

interesting because of the possibi 1 i ty that 1 ocal i zed surface atom-adsorbed 

r..o1ecule interaction may not play a dominant role in the interaction bet\'leen 

the substrate and the adsorbate. Lar~e molecules may interact simultaneously 

with several surface atoms upon adsorntion so that the characteristics of 

the adsorbed layers may be less controlled by the local substrate bond while 

the adsorbate-adsorbate interaction becomes more predominant. In the ex-

treme, the interaction of these lar;e molecules with metal substrates may 

be similar to the interaction of lar;e polarizable rare gas stoms, such as 

xenon \·lith metal substrates~ 7 ' 23 . 
The surface structure of adsorbed 

xenon at high coverage is independe~! of the atomic structure of the. 

substrate. 

~le have found that most of the ::-onolayers of organic ~olecules trut 

were studied did not undergo chemic31 change on these low i·liller Inc!e:< 
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platinum surfaces during the adsor~~ion studies that were carried out at 

low pressures (l0- 9 - 10-0 torr) an.·j in the temper<ture range of 300 -

500 K, but remained intact so tl-tat their ordering characteristics and 

surface structure could readily b~ studied. 

Summary of Exoerir.1ental Findings 

All the i organic molecules stuc.tried adsorb on both the Pt(lll) and 
I 

Pt(l00)-{5xl) surface. The results of adsorption experiments are shm-m in 

Tabl e1 I. i . Ordering in the adiscrbed 1 ayer was more pronounced on the 

Pt(lll) surface than on the Pt(lOO}-{Sxl) surface. One of these ordered 

surface structures, the structure of adsorbed monolayer of benzene on the 

Pt{lll} face is shown in Figure 1~. In general, the 

adsorbed layer is more ordered and causes a larger work function change 

(;·JFC, ~<:>) on adsorption if the incident flux is lower. The work function 

decreases with adsorption for all ~e organic molecules studied. This 

implies that the adsorbed molec~les are acting as electron donors to the 

:retal surface. This might be expe<:~d since the metal has a high •t~ork 

function (-5.7 V) and all of t~e nolecules studied are polarizable. 

The magnitude of the \~rk function change associated with the adsorp-

tion of unsaturated hydrocarbons where ~-electrons make major contributions 

to the bonding is in the range of -l.3 to 2.0 volts. Saturated hydro-

carbons that were studied produce ~uch smaller work function changes, in 

the range of -0.9 to -1.2 volts. The largest work. function changes ~tlas 

observed.;during the adsorption of oyridine {-2.7 volts) and reflects the 

large contribution of the nitrog~n lone electron pair and/or the per~a~ent 

dipole moment ~o the charge transfer. 

The work function change on adsorption for most of the mo 1 ecul es 
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studied varies approximately inversely with the first ionization potenti~~ 

of the adsorbate. 24 : The data is scattered, however ther.e are many types 

of rolecules represented, some in fact have sizable permanent dipole 

rooments. 

Several compounds undergo pressure dependent transformations (usually 

above 10-6 torr.adsorbate pressure) on the platinum surfaces studied;. in 

fact the transformations occur over unexpectedly long time periods, For 

instance, at a surface pressure of 10-6 torr typical transformation times 

involve several thousand seconds of exoosure. The compound studied which 

t..."ldergoes transition at 20°C as indicated by changes in HFC and diffractic:: 

info~tion are benzene, 1,3-cyclohexadiene (dehydrated to benzene on the 

surface), cyclohexane, n-hexane, cyclopentane, and mesitylene. 

These transitions are changes in the chemistry of the 

adsorbate-surface interaction since t~ey occur with only a few of the mole-

c:J1~s studied. 

The adsorption and ordering characteristics of the various hydro-

carjon rrol ecul es on the 1 ow Hi 11 er Index platinum surfaces are discussed 

in great detail elsewhere. These t~o surfaces appear to be excellent 

subs~rates for ordered chem3sorption of hydrocarbons that permit one to 

study the surface crystallograony of these important organic molecules. 

The c.:>nspicuous absence of C-H and C-C bond breaking during the chemisor;JtiY 

of hydrocarbons below SOOK and at low adsorbate pressures (lo-9 - lo-6 

torr) clearly indicates that tnese crystal faces are poor catalysts and 

t.i-)ey lack the active sites that can break the important C-C and C-H chemic:~~ 

bonds with near zero activatio., enerqy. 

Upon heating the adsorbed organic layers above SSOK partial desorot~~, 
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and partial thermal deco,~osition of the molecules take olace. Thus C-G 

and C-C bond breaking on tne terrace sites require considerable activaticn 

energy that can be overcome at higher surface temperatures or by the 

application of higher reactant pressures. Heating the surface above 900< 

results in the fonnation of a graphitic overlayer that exhibits a diffract~.on 

pattern characteristic of t.,e basal plane of graphite. 

Hvdrocarbon Chemisorption on High t4iller Index(Stepped)Platinum Surfaces 

The chemisorption of over 25 hydrocarbons has been studied by low-
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energy electron diffraction on four different stepped crystal faces of 

platinum? the Pt(S)-[9(lll)x(100)], Pt(S)-[6(lll)x(100)], Pt(S)-[7(111 )x 

(310)] and Pt(S)-[4(lll)x(l00)] structures. These surface structures 

are shown in Figure 7 • The chemisorption of hydrocarbons produces carbon

aceous deposits with characteristics which depend on th·e substrate 

structure, the type of hydrocarbon chemi sorbed, the rate of adsorption, 

and the surface temperature. Thus, in contast with the chemisorption 

behavior on low Miller Index surfaces, breaking of carbon-hydrogen ~~ _6 even at 300K and at low adsorbate pressures (10 -10 torr), 
carbon-carbon bonds can readily take place at stepped surfaces of platinum; 

Hydrocarbons on the [9(100)x(l00)] and [6(lll)x(lOO)J crystal faces form 

mostly ordered partially dehydrogenated carbonaceous deposits while dis

ordered carbonaceous layers are-formed on the [7(lll)x(310)] surface, 

which has a high concentration of kinks in the steps. The distinctly 

different chemisorption characteristics of these stepped platinum surfaces 

can be explained by considering the interplay of four competing processes: 

(1) the nucleation and growth of ordered carbonaceous surface structures, 

(2) dehydrogenation, i.e., breaking of carbon-hydrogen bonds in the 

adsorbed organic molecules, (3) decomposition of the organic molecules, 
.. 

i.e., breaking of both carbon-hydrogen and carbon-carbon bonds at steps, 

and finally, (4) rearrangement of the substrate by faceting. On the 

[9(111 )x(lOO)] and [6(1ll)x(l00)] crystal faces, processes (1) and (2) 

predominate, On the [7(lll)x(310)] face process (3) predominates, while 

process (4) is the most important on the [4(lll)x(l00)] face. The lack of 

reactivity of low Miller Index surfaces in hydrocarbon reactions indicates 

the importance of steps in breaking carbon-hydrogen and carbon-carbon 

bonds so important in various surface reactions of hydroc~rbons. 
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Atomic steps and kinks, i.e. low coordination number sites, are responsible 

for decomposition via dehydrogenation and C-C bond breaking of hydrocarbon 

molecules that can take place at these sites with near zero activation energy. 

In the absence of a large concentration of the low coordination number sites. 

the hydrocarbon molecules_ remain intact below -450K and at low pressures 

(-10-6 torr) and their surface crystallography may be readily studied. 

However, in the presence of atomic steps and kinks only carbonaceous re

sidues remain on the surface that are the products of decomposition of the 

various hydrocarbon molecules that participate in chemisorption or in surface 

chemical reactions. The properties of this carbonaceous residue is also 

important in heterogeneous catalysis as will be shown below. Platinum dis

plays a unique surface chemistry in that low coordination number sites are 

predominantly responsible for bond-breaking processes. In the absence of 

these sites the low Miller Index surfaces do not exhibit bond breaking at 

low temperatures (-450K) and pressures (<10-6 torr). Such a marked change 

in the chemical activity from surface site to surface site is one of the 

major attributes of platinum that is responsible for its unique catalytic 

activity. On iridium surfaces as will be discussed later even on low ~1iller 

Index surfaces partial decomposition of hydrocarbons may occur even at lo'IJ 

temperatures and pressures due to the stronger adsorbate-substrate, hydro

carbon-metal bonds. Even though for other transition metals the chemistry 

of low coordination number surface sites is likely to be different from the 

terrace atom sites that are predominant on low Miller Index surfaces, the 

hydrocarbon roolecules may not remain intact on either high or low ~1iller 

Index crystal paces. Platinum and perhaps palladium and nickel are the ele

ments to show this drastic variation of reactivity when one comoares lo~;J and 

high Miller Index crystal faces at low temperatures and reactant pressures. 
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The Chemisorption of Hydrocarbons on Gold and Iridium Cryst~l-~~!fa~~

The chemisorption of hydrocarbons, ethelyene, cyclohexene, n-heptane, 

benzene and napthalene at room temperature and above, were studied on both 

the gold (111) and gold [6(lll)x(l00)] stepped surfaces?9 The difference 

in the adsorption characteristics of hydrocarbons on gold surfaces and on 

platinum surfaces is striking. The various light hydrocarbons studied 

(ethylene, cyclohexene, n-heptane and benzene) chemisorb readily on the 

platinum (111) surface. These molecules on the other hand do not adsorb 

on the gold (111) surface under identical experimental conditions as far 

as can be judged by changes that o.ccur in the Auger spectra. Naptha 1 ene 

that forms an ordered surface stru~ture on the (111) face of platinum, 

forms a disordered layer on adsorption on the gold (111) surface. 

The stepped [6(lll)x(l00)] face of platinum reacts readily with all 
with 

·of the adsorbed hydrocarbons and certainly;those that are listed here. 

The partially dehydrogenated carbonaceous layers that form as a result 

of dissociated hydrocarbon chemisorption are larely disordered. In 

contrast, stepped gold surfaces of the same atomic structure remain inert 

to adsorption of the light hydrocarbon molecules just as the gold (111) 

crystal face and the chemisorption behavior of the two types of gold 

surfaces, low and high Miller Index surfaces, are indistinguishable. 

Napthalene, however, adsorbs on both gold surfaces and the adsorption 

behavior indicates dissociative chemisorption. The hydrocarbon fragments 

that form are strongly bound. 

These results indicate that while chemisorption of hydrocarbons on 

platinum surfaces requires little or no. activation energy, chemisorption 

on gold has large enough activation energy for most hydrocarbons to prevent 
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adsorption at the studied low_pressures (lo-6 torr) and temperatures (1 ess 

than 550°C). While the activation energy for surface reactions such as 

the rupture of C-H and C-C bonds is greatly reduced at atomic steps on 

the platinum surface, this effect is not at all apparent on gold surfaces. 

The chemisorption of acetylene, ethylene, benzene, and cyclohexane 

were also studied o~ the (111) and stepped [6(lll)x(lOO)] iridium crystal 

surfaces~° Chemisorption characteristics of the iridium (111) and platinum 

(111) surface are markedly different. Also,· the chemisorption characteristics 

of the iridium low.~iller Index (111) surface and the stepped iridium 

[6(lll}x(l00}] surface are markedly different for each of the molecules 

that was studied. The hydrocarbon molecules form only poorly ordered 

surface structures on either the (111) or stepped iridium surfaces. 

Acetylene and ethylene (C2H2 and c2H4) form surface structures that are 

somewhat better ordered on the stepped iridium than on the low Miller 

Index (lll)iri·dium metal surface. The lack of ordering on iridium surfaces 

as compared to the excellent ordering characteristics of these molecules 

on the platinum (111) surface indicates either the lack of mobility of 

hydrocarbon molecules necessary for ordering at these temperatures or a 

chemical reaction, i.e., decomposition. The observation that c2H2, c2H4 and 

C6H12 all yield the same diffraction pattern on the stepped iridium 

surface Tegardless ·of molecu1ar size would suggest that decomposition' 

occurs on iridium substrates even at 200K on stepped iridium surfaces. 

The degree of decomposition appears to be different on the two crystal 
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faces at room temperature, being higher on stepped iridiu.-n surfaces than 

on the (111) iridium surface as the differences in surfac= structure and 

flash desorption studies indicate:0 The poorly ordered (~x2) structure 

which has been observed on Ir[6(111)x(100)] surfaces after adsorption of 

c2H2 and c2H4 at room temperature is not found on the i ri di um ( 111} 

surface below 500K. This could indicate a higher degree of dehydrogenation 

on the stepped surface than on the (111) surfaces • 

The difference between the iridium (111) and p1atinu~ (111) surfaces 

in their reactivity to C-H bond breaking as indicated by flash desorption 

. spectra is striking. From the platinl.lll (111) crystal face, ethylene, 

acetylene and benzene can all be desorbed in large quantities, uaan heating. 

On the iridium (111) surface~ however, benzene is the only adsor~ate that . 
can be desorbed upon flash desorption. Ethylene remains largely on the 

s~rface, only a few percent of it is removed by heatinj and acety~ene can-

not be desorbed at all. Only hydrogen evolution is observed under conditions 

of f1 ash desorption. 

The differences between the ordering characteristics of the platinum 

and iridium (111) surfaces after heating to high tempera:ure (above 8i)0°C) 

following hydrocarbon adsorption, are marked. Iridium (111) yields an 

ordered (9x9) coincidence carbon structure. This struc:ure can be attributed 

to hexagonal overlayers of car~on similar to that of the Jasal pl~ne of 

graphite or benzene~ deposited on the (111) surface. "'si:1ilar structure 

':las found on the platinum [6(111 )x(lOO)] surface \-Jhen t~is surhc~ \'las 

heated to high temperature in the presence of various nydr~carbonc;. How~v~r. 

on the platinum (111) surface under similar experi~ental c0nditions, one 

observes a ring-like diffraction feature that is charac:~r~3tic of a 
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graphite overlayer wi~~ rotationally disordered domains. 

It appears that t1e stronger metal-carbon interac:i:m on iridium 

surfaces imposes the periodicity on the carbon atoms in ~1e overlayer 

while the structure of the graphite overlayer on the platinum (111) face 

is independent of the substrate periodicity and rotational symmetry. 

Ordering of the dehydrogenated carbonaceous residue on th: stepped iridium 

surface is absent when the surface is heated to above 11 :J·JK. Atomic steps 

of (100) orientation appear to prevent the, formation of crdered domains 

that are predominant on the iridium (111} crystal face. The reasons 

for this are not clear. Perhaps the rate of carbon-car~cn bond breaking 

on account of the steps is too rapid to allow nucleatian =nd growth of 

the or.dered overlayer. On the (111) face, the slm·1er dehydrogenation allm<~s 

ordering as observed. It is tempting to list the steoGed and (111) iridium 

and platinum surfaces according to their ability of brea<in9 C-Hand C-C 

bonds as Ir[6(lll}x(1JO)] > Ir(lll) = Pt[6(lll)x(l00)] > Pt(lll). The 

surf.lces at the · two ends of this series ar: no~ likely to be 

versati 1 e catalysts in reactions \vhere C-H and C-C bond di ssoci ati ons 

are necessary. The stepped i ri di um surface \'/oul d deco:7.)ose the reactants 

too rapidly and the residue that forms would block the s~rface rather 

well to further chemical reaction. The platinum (111) s·jrf:lce interacts 

with the reactants t~o weakly and wC'uld not ~fficient!] ·:::reak the chemical 

bonds. The surfaces in the middle of the series \'(ou1d 1~<ely be very 

versatile catalysts. This contention is~ of course, 5•Jbjected to 

experiMental scrutiny ac the present. 

5. Chemical Reacti~ns on Platinum Crystal Surfaces 

The H2-D2 Excnange on Platinum Crystal Surfaces a: !..J'-'1 Pr2ssures 
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·One of the fundamental questions of heterogeneous catalysis is how 

surfaces lower the activation ener;y for simple reactions on an aUJmic 

scale so that they proceed readily. on the surface \'lhile the same reaction 

in the gas phase is improbable. T~e reaction of hydrogen and deuterium 

molecules to form hydrogen deuterice is one of the simple reactions that 

takes place readily on metal surfaces even at temper~tures bela~ lOOK. 

The same reaction is completely inhibited in the gas phase by L~e large 

dissociation energy of H2 or o2 (1J3 kcal/mole). Once the H2 r.-£l1ecule 

is dissociated, the successive ato:>1-rolecule reaction (H + D2 = HO + D) 

in the gas phase still has a potential energy barrier of roughly 10 kcal/ 

mole. Tne H2-o2 exchange reaction was studied by Bernasek et al. 31 

using,;:>latinum single crystal sur~aces .of low and high i~i1ler Index. 

Under ::nditions of the experimen-::s which put strict limitations an the 

residence time of the detected mo1~cules, the reaction product Hu could not 

be detected from the (111) crystal face. However, the reaction prcduct 

was re:sdily detectable from the r~gn i~iller Index stepoed surface. The 

integrated reaction probability (:~fined as total desorbed riD flux di'lided 

by H
2 

flux incident on the surface) is approximately l·J-l 'dhi1e HiJ formation 

was below the limit of detectaoility on the platinum (111) surface (re

action probability less than 1J-5). Thus, atomic steps at ~e oJatinum 

surface must play controlling roles in dissociating be di1tomic :;:olecules. 

Figure 19 shows the scattering dis:ributions from both. the (111) and the 

stepoed platinum surfaces. Varyi1g the chopping frequency of 

the i~cident molecular beam has !i~lded 
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HD residence times of about 25 milliseconds on a stepped platinum surface 

at lOOK surface temperature. Such long residence time should result in 

complete thermal equilibration between the surface and the reaction products. 

Indeed, it was found by experiments that the desorbing HO beam exhibit~ 

cosine angular distribution as seen in Figure 19. 

The pressure dependence of the exchange reaction indicates than an 

atom-molecule reaction or possibly an atom-atom reaction on the surface is 

th~ rate limiting step. The absence of beam kinetic energy dependence of 

the rate indicates that the adsorption of hydrogen does not require acti

vation energy. The surface is able to store a sufficiently large concentration 

of atoms which react with the molecules by a two branch mechanism. The 

rate constants for the H2-o2 reaction were also determined under conditions 

of constant hydrogen atom coverage. At lower temperatures (below 600K) 
5 -1 the rate constant for this exchange is k1 = 2xl0 exp(-4.5 kcal/Rt)sec • 

The rate determining step appears to be a Langmuir-Hinschelwood type reaction 

between the diffusing o2 molecules on the surface to a step site where the 

hydrogen atom is located, where HD is formed by a three center or a two 

center reaction (subsequent to o2 dissociation at the step). At higher 

temperatures, (above 600K) the reaction between an adsorbed hydrogen a tom 

and an incident o2 gas molecules competes with the low temperature, branch. 

This reaction, thus, appears to follow Eley-Rideal mechanism. The rate 

constant for this branch is k2 = 102x exp(-0.6 kcal/Rt)sec-1• The catalyst 

action of the platinum surface for the exchange reaction is due to its 

ability to adsorb and dissociate hydrogen molecules with near zero 

activation energy and to store atomic hydrogen on the surface thereby 

converting the gas phase molecule-molecule reaction to atom-molecule or an 
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atom-atom reaction of low ac-:ivation energy. The detailed rr.echan1sm of 

H
2
-o

2 
exchange on p1atint.m c.rystal faces is described elsewhere)i Similar 

techniques are being used to study deuterium exchange with methar.e and 

other hydrocarbon molecules ·..:> test the C-H bond breaking process on a 

variety of metal crystal s~rf~ces. 

The H2-o2 exhange reaction was also studied by Palmer et a1.32 on 

platinum and nickel surfaces :.1at v-1ere prepared as evaporated ~1in filrilS. 

They observed angular distri~tions that are peaked near the s~rface 

nonnal following a cosine "a,~ relationship, \'lhere eR is the angie of 

desorption from the surface relative to the surface normal. The ·;alue 

of n varies from 2.5 to 4.1 ~n the different surfaces studied. T~is 

angular distribytion instea~ ~f cosine e, indicates perhaps ~nCJ~~Iet: 

ac:::orrr..oda ti on of t.'le reacti a~ product with the surface. The ;:::a;;.?d angul a. r 

distribution could be rela~:l to the presence of impurities ·sL:ci'l ::s cc.rbon 

and sulfur contamination on ~,e metal surfaces.· There is eviden~ from 

the experiments of Stickney et a1.33 that as the surface is c! e~ned of 

sulfur, oxygen or car.bon, n ~oproaches unity. Copper, on t~e ct~:r har.d, 

shows non cosine angular di st:ribution for scattered HD even fra:-:1 c. clean 

surface. Unlike for platin~, the adsorption of H2 or o2 is act~·,ated 

on a copper surface. The ac:ivation energy of adsorption is ~jo~: 5 

kca1/roo1e as detennined by 2~looch et a1.34 from the beam t:c.ser=:ure 

dependence of the reaction :;robability. It \1/ould .. be of importanc~ to 

~easure the velocity of tr.e s:::.lttered products in addition to :..'::ir 

angular distribution in o~~r to determine the nature of en~:-;:' :nns~::r-

bet\'leen the HD product ::-olecJl~s and the surface oriJr to ces:Jr'J:i:m. 

These studies are in pr;:,g~s.5 inseveral laboratories. 
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Dehydrogenation and Hydrogenolysis of Cyclohexane on Platinum ~rysta! 

Surfaces at Low Pressures (less than 10-4 torr) 

In a series of studies, the variation of the turnover number for this 

reaction (the number of prodtJct molecules/platinum surface atoms/second) 

with the hydrogen to hydrocarbon ratio at a constant hydrocarbon pressure of 
-8 4x8 torr was determined. The results are shown in Figure 20 for the 

several stepped surfaces studied. The reaction rates increase with 

increasing hydrogen to hydrocarbon ratio. If no hydrogen is introduced 

into the reaction chamber the catalyst behaves very differently. No benzene 

is produced and cyclohexene production is reduced greatly. There is 

also a higher than normal amount of carbon residue on the surface, approxi-

mately one monolayer. Pretreating the catalyst in hydrogen and then 

removing it prior to hydrocarbon introduction does not increase the 

activity for dehydrogenation or hydrogenolysis. 

We shall present the results of the reaction rate studies for dehydro-

genation and hydrogenolysis that were obtained on stepped platinum surfaces 

first~5 Then we shall present the same rate data obtained for stepped 

surfaces which have a large concentration of kinks in the step. In Figure 

21A the turnover number for dehydrogenation to benzene and hydrogenolysis 

to n-hexane are shown as a function of step density at 423K. The dehydro-

genation rate is independent of step density, while the hydrogenolysis 

rate increases with increased step density. The hydrogenolysis rate that 

'was measured via the rate of formation of n-hexane, one of the hydrogenolysis 

products was lower than the rate of dehydrogenation to benzene. The molar 

hydrogenolysis product distribution, (saturated aliphatic hydrocarbons 

only), appears to be a c6:c3:c1 = 1:1:4. Even though n-hexane is a 
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minority hydro1enolys=s product, it is a reliable 8eas~~ of the degree 

of hydrogenolysis because of its ease of mass spectrowe:ric detection and 

it is not formed in a b~~kground reaction with the walls of the reaction 

chamber. Besides the saturated hydrogenolysis products and benzene, V·le 

found the olefinic products cyclohexene, ethylene, and ~ropylene. Cyclo-

hexene is an intermediate in the dehydrogenation to benzene and its 

various reactions will be discussed separately in the next section. The 

olefinic product distribution of ethylene: propylene: cyclohexene: benzene 
> 

is 10:1:0:5:1. 

The turnover numbers for dehydrogenation and hydrc;enolysi s on kinked 

surfaces are sho\'m in Figure 2181. The kink density is ::dined as the 

number. of kink sites per square centimeter (the total ~-~ber of ato~s on 

the surface is approxi2ately 1.5xlo15!cm2). For e:<a:7!p1-=, on the Pt(S)

[7(111)x(310)] surface every third atom along the step .should, on the 

average, be in a kink position. Therefore, for this surface the step 

density is 2.0xlo14tcm2 and the kink density is approx~~ately 7xlo13;cm2• 

By comparing the turnover numbers Ni th tho ;e obtained from stepped surfaces 

that were shown in Figure 21A~. it appears that the rate of hydrogenolysis 

is markedly higher in t'le oresence of kinks. The denyar-Jgenation rate 

is aoproximately constant and remains unaffected by ·1ari ~tion of kink 

density while the hydrogenolysis rate increases by an ·:Jrler of masni tude 

frCI! ? surface that is al:;:ost free of steps, Pt(lll). T:ie kinks in the 

stepped 3urface appear ~ be very effective in breakin; C-C bonds leading 

to much enhanced hydro~enolysis rates. The hydrose!1ol:,sis ;Jroduct distri-

butions do not change aooreciably with step or kink de~sity, only the rJte 

increases. The independence of the dehydrogenation ra:a fro~ the st~o 

f• 
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and kink density shows that this reaction is indeed structure-insensitive. 

The hydrogenolysis rate increases with kink density just as with increasing 

step density, thus, hydrogenolysis appears to be structure-sensitive. 

There was always an induction period of 10 to 20 minutes before the 

benzene product reached its steady state rate of production as detected 

by the mass spectrometer after the introduction of cyclohexane onto the 

crystal surface. This is shown in Figure 22 for several catalyst temperatures. 

The catalyst was initially at 300K. When steady state reaction rates 

were obtained, the catalyst temperature was rapidly increased (in 

approximately 30 seconds) to 423K and the reaction rate monitored. This 

was repeated with heating to·573K and 723Ka The benzene desorbed during 

rapid heating of the catalyst surface is approximately lxlo13 molecules or 

less and represents only a small fraction of the carbon on the surface. 

The steady state reaction rates at a given temperature are the same whether 

the catalyst was initially at that temperature or another. This induction 

period coincides with a higher than steady state uptake of cyclohexane. 

A mass balance calculation on carbon, utilizing the known adsorption and 

desorption rates of reactants and products during the induction period 

indicated that carbon was deposited on the surface. The amount calculated 

agreed reasonably well with that determined by the Auger electron spectra 

taken after the reaction mixture was pumped from the chamber, since the 

electron beam may induce polymerization of hydrocarbons and further 

carbon depositiona The formation of the adsorbed carbon layer always 

precedes the desorption of benzene and olefinic products. However, the 

amount of adsorbate changes as a function of temperature. This is shown 

in Figure 23 • A 4:1 ratio of the carbon 274 eV Auger peak to the platinum 
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238 eV Auger peak corresponds to a complete monolayer of carbon by cali-

bration with acetylene. The carbon coverage ranges from 0.1 monolayer at 

300K to almost 1.0 monolayer at 723K. The line has a slope of 2±0.2 kcal/ 

mole. During and after the reaction this carbon deposit was always present 

on the surface not only at our low pressure reaction conditions, but also 

after reactions that were carried out in another apparatus at higher 

pressures (approximately 200 torr total pressure). 

The temperature dependence of the dehydrogenation and hydrogenolysis 

rates for the various crystal faces at a fixed hydrogen to hydrocarbon 

ratio of 20:1 is shown in Figure 24. The dehydrogenation rate to benzene 

decreases slightly at 723K. The rate of formation of olefinic products 

have a similar temperature dependence as that of the rate of formation of 

benzene. The hydrogenolysis rate to saturated products increases with 

increasing temperature and an Arrhenius plot gives an activation energy 

of 3±0.3 kcal/mole that is the same for all of the crystal faces within 

our experi menta 1 accuracy. 

We have found that the dehydrogenation reaction of cyclohexane to 

form benzene was sensitive to the ordering of the carbonaceous overlayer 

as shown in Figure 25. Initially, the overlayer was ordered on all of 

the stepped surfaces that were studied and dehydrogenation yielded more 

benzene than cyclohexene. The low-energy electron diffraction pattern 

from the carbon deposit formed on stepped surfaces in 20:1 hydrogen to 

hydrocarbon reaction mixture at 423K and above has a hexagonal unit cell 
0 

approximately 5.1 A on a side. This is about 5% larger than the next 

nearest neighbor distance of Pt and considerably smaller than the Van der 
e o 

Waal's radius of either benzene (7.3 M or cyclohexane (7.6 A) ind,icating 
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that the adsorbed layer is at least partially dehydrogenated and the 

diffraction pattern is certainly not due to the intact reactant or product 

molecules. Complete dehydrogenation that occurs on heating the adsorbed 

layer to above lOOOK yields graphitic deposits, characteri-zed by ring-like 
0 

diffraction features of 2.46 A unit cell size. After several hours of 

reaction time, the carbonaceous overlayer slowly disorders. Simultaneously, 

the rate of production of cyclohexene increases while the rate of benzene 

formation decreases until the product becomes predominantly cyclohexene. 

As shown in Figu~e 25 for the Pt(S)-[6(lll)x(l00)] surface at 423K, the 

initial 2:1 benzene to cyclohexene product ratio typical for dehydrogenation 

on ordered carbonaceous overlayers becomes 1:3 on a disordered overlayer. 

Thus, for all practical purposes, the dehydrogenation on disordered over

layers produces cyclohexene as further dehydrogenation to benzene is 

poisoned. 

A small amount of oxygen on a stepped surface is an effective poison 

for dehydrogenation. If the catalyst sample was not vacuum reduced at 

1375K after oxygen cleaning, approximately 0.1 of a monolayer of oxygen 

(by Auger electron spectroscopy) would be left on the catalyst. This 

was enough to completely stop the production of benzene and decrease the 

cyclohexeAe production by 50% at 423K on the Pt(S)-[6(11l)x(l00)]. The 

0.1 monolayer coverage would be less than one oxygen atom/step atom if 

all the oxygen was adsorbed at the steps. The oxygen was still present 

on the surface after 1 hour of reaction at 423K and standard pressure 

conditions. 

The Dehydrogenation and Hydrogenolysis of Cyclohexene on Platinum Crystal 

Surfaces at Low Pressures35 
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The turnover number for the dehydrogenation of cyclohexene to benzene 

is about two orders of magnitude greater than for the dehydrogenation of 

cyclohexane. In Figure 26A we plot the dehydrogenation rate as a function 

of step density. The turnover number increases rapidly with step density 
\ 

indicating that urlike the sl.hJer dehydrogenation reaction of cyclohexane, 

this reaction is structure-sensitive. In Figure 26B the turnover number 

is plotted as a function of kink density. Although there is a small 

increase in the dehydrogenation rate, it may be considered insignificant 

compared to the marked change of rate with step density. 

Unlike the dehydrogenation of cyclohexane, the cyclohexene dehydro

genation reaction poisons rapidly on many catalyst surfaces. Using a 

hydrogen to cyclohexene mixture of 20:1, the rate of dehydrogenation 
\ 

reaches a maximum, then it decreases rapidly as poisoning occurs, the 

catalysts losing approximately one-half of their activity in 10-12 minutes. 

Figure 27 shows a representative plot of the turnover number as a function 

of time. On many catalyst surfaces, particularly on those with (111) 

orientation terraces, a disordered carbonaceous overlayer forms which 

poisons further dehydrogenation of cyclohexene. The poisoning is greatly 

decreased, however, if the carbonaceous overlayer is ordered. 

The overlayer is disordered on (111) orientation terraced stepped 

surfaces while the overl ayer orders on surfaces with ( 100) orientation 

terraces upon cyclohexene-hydrogen adsorption at 423K. With an ordered 

overlayer, the rate gf dehydrogenation remains high for hours and there 

is only slow deactivation of these catalysts. On both types of catalyst 

surfaces the coverage is approximately 1.0 roonolayer of carbon after the 

induction period during the chemical reactions. 

• 
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~drocarbon Reactions on Platinum Crystal Surfaces at High Pressures 

_{1 to 103 torr). Cyclopropane, Cyclohexane and n-Heptan~ 

Perhaps the most significant step in bridging tile gap between catalytic 

reaction studies on crystal surfaces at low pressues on the one hand and 

on dispersed metal particles at high pressures on the other is represented 

by high pressure studies of chemical reactions on crystal surfaces. A 

series of experimental apparatus have been developed that permit us to 

study catalytic reactions on crystal surfaces at high pressures after 

suitable cleaning by ultrahigh vacuum techniques and analyzing the 

surface structure and surface composition by LEED and Auger electron 

spectroscopy. Detailed descriptions of these equipments are giveq else

wherE 36a and a brief description of the most versatile apparatus that 

allows· the study of the reactivity of the crystal surface at both low and 

high pressures, in situ, is in the experimental part of this paper. 

Using these various apparati for high pressure studies on crystal sur

faces, the turnover numbers and product distributions have been deter-

mined for the hydrogenolysis of cyclopropane and cyclohexane, the 
36b 

dehydrogenation of cyclohexane and for the dehydrocycl ization of n-heptane. 

The purpose of these inyestigations is to determine the rate equations 

that govern these reactions at high pressures and compare to the rate 

rate equations that were determined at much lower pressures on the same 

crystal surface. This way the mechanism of the same reaction at low and 

high pressures are compared and attempts are made to analyze the chemical 

changes that occur over nine orders of magnitude reactant pressure range. 

These studies are beginning to produce important kinetic information 

only in recent years. We shall summarize the experimental information 
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available from studies of these reactions on the stepped [6(lll)x(l00)] 

and low 1'1i ller Index ( 111) crystal surfaces and compare the lmo~ and higl1 

pressure rates when these data are availaQle. 

The hydrogenolysis of cyclopropane Has studied at one atmosphere 
4 

total pressure on the stepped single crystal surface of platinum. The 

hydrogenolysis of cyclopropane was chosen as the test reaction because of 

the considerable amount of data and experience which has been collected 

in studies of this reaction in various laboratories. The rate is 

relatively high even at room temperature on supported platinum catalysts 

. and only one product, propane, is foTT"Ed below l50°C, thereby simp1ifying 

the analysis of the results. Table II surrmarizes the results that ~>~ere 

obtain,ed and compares our results on ste~ped single crystal surfaces at 

at7.ospheric pressure with those of ot1ers obtained using supported 

pi~tinum catalysts. It appears that at one atmosphere pressure the 

platinum stepped single crystal behaves very much like a highly dispersed 

supported platinum catalyst for the cyclopropane hydrogenolysis. In 

addition, the same studies that were carried out on the platinum (111) 

crystal face result in identical reaction rates as.those found on stepped 

crystal surfaces of platinum. These observations support the contention 

that well-defined crystal surfaces can be excellent models for polycry-

stalline supported metal catalysts. It also tends to verify 3oudart•s 

hypothesis that cyclopropane hydrogenolysis is an exam!)le of a st!"'uct!Jre 

insensitive reaction. The initial s:ecific reaction rates that \·1ere 

reproducible within 10~ are within a factor of two identical to 9ublished 

values for this reaction on highly disoersed platinum catalyst5. The 

activation energies that were observ?1 for this reaction, in addition to 
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the turnover number, are similar enough on the various platinum surfaces 

that we may call the agreement excellent. 

In a series of studies the dehydrogenation and hydrogenolysis of 

cyclohexane was studied on both the stepped and low Miller Index (111) 

crystal faces of platinum at a surface temperature of 300°C and a hydrogen 

to cyclohexane ratio of 20:1. While the rates on the stepped and low 

Miller Index surfaces were not very different for the formation of benzene 

and hexane. The formation of cyclohexene was very structure sensitive; 

its rate being 100 times greater on the stepped surface than on the (111) 

crystal face. In Table III we compare the initial turnover numbers for the 

various reactions at low and high pressures that have been studied so far. 

The reaction rates may change from 3 to 5 orders of magnitude upon changing 

the total reactant pressure by about 9 orders of magnitude. Work is in 

progress to determine the rate equation, both at low and high pressures, 

and to determine the rate constants under these two widely different 

experimental conditions. These studies should lead to a complete picture 

of the mechanism of hydrocarbon r.eactions on platinum surfaces at both 

low and high pressures. 

6. Active Sites for C-H, H-H and C-C Bond Breaking on Platinum Crystal 

Surfaces 

Dehydrogenation of cyclohexane and cyclohexene to benzene occurs 

readily at low pressures (less than 10-6 torr) on .:stepped platinum catalyst 

surfaceso 35 This is in contrast with the very slow or negligible dehydro

genation rate of these molecules on the Pt(lll) catalyst surface. 36 Thus, 
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C-H bond breaking takes place at atomic steps, the same steps that are 

effective in breaking H-H bonds as revealed by studies in this laboratory 

of the hydrogen-deuterium exchange reaction at low pressures, using 

molecular beam scattering techniques. 31 Atomic steps on platinum surfaces 

appear to be the active sites for C-H and H-H bond scissions. 

We have been able to identify another active site by studying the 

ratio of the dehydrogenation rate tc hydrogenolysis rate of cyclohexane 

to benzene and n-hexane, respectively. While the benzene:n-hexane ratio 

is 3:1 on a stepped surface (with roughly 17% of the surface atoms in 

step positions). the ratio decreases rapidly with increasing kink 

density (Figure 2l.B). Using a set of catalyst surfaces that were cut to 

maintain the same terrace width (step density equal to 2.5xlo14tcm2), but 

with variable kink density in the steps, we have found that the hydro

genolysis rate increases linearly with kink density while the dehydrogenation 

rate remains unaffected. On a Pt(S)-[7(111)x(310)] catalyst surface 

approximately 30% of the atoms in the step are in kink positions, (in 

addition to the thermally generated kinks). For this surface the benzene 

to n-hexane ratio has reached unity. Thus, the microstructure of kinks 

in the steps is effective in breaking C-C bonds in addition to C-C and 

H-H bonds. The selectivity of these bond breaking processes at different 

atomic surface sites on platinum is certainly significant in that the 

atomic surface structure of platinum may be properly tailored to provide 

selectivity in chemical reactions where C-H and C-C bond breaking processes 

are to be separated. 

7. The Role of the Carbonaceous Overlayer in Hydrocarbon Reactions on 

Platinum Surfaceso 
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During dehydrogenation of cyclohexane and cyclohexene, the platinum 

crystal surfaces are always covered with a carbonaceous deposit of 0.1-1.0 

monolayer judged by the carbon to platinum Auger peak intensity ratio. 

The coverage appears to increase with increasing reaction temperature, but 

is rather independent of pressure as indicated by recent high pressure 

studies on the Pt(S)-[6(11l)x(l00)] catalyst surfaces in this laboratory. 

The overlayer coverage also depends on the particular surface reaction, 

higher molecular weight reactants and products (cyclohexene, benzene, 

n-heptane, toluene) yield greater coverage than low molecular weight 

reactants and products (cyclopropane, propane, etc.). Low molecular 

weight hydrocarbons (cyclopropane, ethane) which do not form carbonaceous 

overlayers do not readily react on platinum surfaces at low pressures. 

The build-up of adsorbates during the induction period for cyclohexane 

and cyclohexene dehydrogenation to benzene indicates the need for the 

formation of carbonaceous overlayer to obtain the products. This is not 

a build-up of the product benzene since it will desorb at a two orders of 

magnitude higher rate as evidenced by the rate of cyclohexene dehydrogenation. 

During the dehydrogenation of cyclohexane the carbonaceous over1ayer 

is ordered initially. After a few hours of reaction at 423K, however, 

the overlayer becomes successively more disordered as judged by its low

energy electron diffraction pattern. The amount of carbon in the over-

layer, howev~r, remains constant at approximately 0.3 monolayers as 

determined by Auger electron spectroscopy. Simultaneously the product 

distribution in the dehydrogenation reaction changes as wella While 

benzene is the dominant product in the presence of the ordered overlayer, 

cyclohexene becomes the major product of the dehydrogenation reaction in 
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the presence of the disordered o·1erlayer. This is shown in Figure25. 

Thus, we di sord.eri ng of the carbonaceous overl ayer poi sons the formation 

of benzene, i.e. the dehydrogen~tion of cyclohexene, and under the ~eaction 

conditions the cyclohexene inter~diate becomes the final product. It 

should be noted that the turnover number for the cyclohexene-benzene re-

action is tWo orders of magnitude higher ( . -3 ) approx1mately 10 /second than 

for the cyclohex~ne-benzene reaction (approximately l0-5/second). Thus, 

the presence of the disordered overlayers poisons the fast second step, 

but not the first slow step in ~1e dehydrogenation of cyclohexane to 

benzene. 

The marked effect of the ordering characteristics of the carbonaceous 

deposi~ on the reaction rate is ~lso clearly displayed during our studies 

Jf ::;,e :iehydrogenation of cyclohexene. As shown in Figure 27, there is 

rapid ~oisoning of the dehydrogenation rate within minutes as the disordered 

caroonaceous overlayer forms. ~m.;ever, when the overlayer is ordered 

(on (100) orientation terraced surfaces), the catalytic activity decreases 

nuch ~re slowly. Again, the poisoning of qenzene production is prevented 

by the formation of an ordered overl~yer. Since the platinum catalyst 

surface is covered with a carbonaceous layer at low as well as at high 

pressures, we must consider this layer an important part of the surface 

reaction. 

Carbonaceous over1ayers can have an imoortant·effect in both the 

cata1Jtic acti'lity and selecti'lity of a metal surface. ;~einberg, Oe~ns 

and ~errill 37 postulated that t~e carbonaceous overla;er is t~e catalytic 

site for the hydrogenation of e:~ylene on the Pt(lll) surface and 

s i:-:1i 1 :!rly by Gardner and Hanse~ 33 for tungsten stepped s:.~rfaces. Yasum ri 

-
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et a1. 39 found preadsorbing acetylene prevents poisoning or restores the 

activity of a palladium film for the hydrogenation of ethylene. In all 

three cases, the structure of the carbonaceous overlayer has a marked 

effect on the catalytic activity in a manner which is not simple site 

blockage poisoning. Holbrook and Wise40 found a specific pretreatment 

of their Pd catalyst which involved oxygen activation and hydrocarbon 

preadsorption could markedly affect the electivity of an isomerization 

reaction. The rate of dehydrocyclization of n-heptane, as well as the 

selectivity to isomerization and hydrogenolysis, was observed in this 
41 . 

laboratory to be dependent on the ordering of the carbonaceous over-

layer. These observations, in addition to the data presented in this 

paper indicate that the formation of the carbonaceous overlayer on the 

catalyst surface can affect the selectivity as well as activity of a 

catalytic reaction. The presence of these effects at both atmospheric 

and low pressures and on a variety of metals indicates the importance of 

the carbonaceous over 1 ayers and the need for their further characteri-

zation. This leads to the conclusion that not all carbon on a catalyst 

surface is deleterious and only amorphous forms cause site blockage 

poisoning. 

8. The Mechanism of the Dehydrogenation of Cyclohexane and Cyclohexene: 

Expanded Classification of Reactions According to Their Structure Sensitivity. 

In dispersed metal catalysts, the metal is dispersed into small 
0 

particles, the order of 5-500 A in diameter, which are generally located 
0 

in the micropores (20-1000 A) of·a high surface area support. This 

provides a large metal surface area per gram for high, easily measurable 

reaction rates,·but hides much of the structural surface chemistry of the 
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catalytic reaction. The surface structure of the small particles is 

unknown; only their mean diameter can be measured and the pore structure 

could hide reactive intermediates from characterization. Some of the same 

difficulties also hold for thin films. However, we can accurately char

acterize and vary the surface structure of our single crystal catalysts 

and in our reactor the surface composition (an also be readily measured; 

both a·re prerequisites for the mechanistic study of the catalysis on the 

atomic scale. 

We have been able to identify two types of structural features of 

platinum surfaces that influence the catalytic surface reactions: (a) 

atomic steps and kinks, i.e. sites of low metal coordination number a1d 

(b) carbonaceous overlayers, ordered or disordered. The surface reaction 

may be sensitive to both or just one of these structural features or it 

may be totally insensitive to the surface structure. The dehydrogenation 

of cyclohexane to cyclohexene appears to be a structure-insensitive 

reaction. It takes place even on the Pt(lll) crystal face that has a 

very low density of steps and proceeds even in the presence of a disordered 

overlayer. The dehydrogenation of cyclohexene to benzene is very structure

sensitive. It requires the presence of atomic steps (does not occur on 

the Pt( 111) crysta 1 face) and the presence of an ordered overl ayer (it 

is poisoned by disorder). Others have found the dehydrogenation of 

cyclohexane to benzene to be a structure-insensitive42 ' 43 on dispersed 

metal catalysts. On our catalyst, surfaces which contain steps, this is 

also true, but on the Pt(lll) catalyst surface, benzene formation is much 

slower. Dispersed particles of any size will always contain many step-

like atoms of low coordination, and therefore, the reaction will display 
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structure-insensitivity. Based on our findings, we may write a mechanism 

for these reactions by identifying the sequence of reaction steps: 

c6H12 (gas) 
ordered or 

c6H12 (gas) c6H6(gas) 

1 
disordered 

ll 1 
over layer 

slow step c6H12 (ads) • C6H10 (ads) 
ordered 

• c6H6(ads) 

overlayer 

The slow step in the dehydrogenation of cyclohexane to benzene is 

the production of the cyclohexene intermediate at these low pressures 

on stepped surfaces. Cyclohexene dehydrogenates very rapidly at a step 

to form benzene; approximately 1 in every 3 collisions of a cyclohexene 

molecule with an unpoisoned step results in the formation of a benzene 

molecule. However, on the Pt(lll) surface, which is practically free of 

steps, the rate of dehydrogenation of cyclohexene had become slow 

enough to be rate-limiting. 36 Sinfelt, Hurwitz and Shulman44 concluded 

the dehydrogenation of methylcyclohexane to toluene, a very similar 

reaction to cyclohexane dehydrogenation to benzene, was rate limited by 

the desorption to tolvene. Their arguments are equally valid if the slow 

step was the desorption of methylcyclohexene, followed by its very rapid 

dehydrogenation to toluene which would be hidden by the pore structure. 
44a 

Maatman, et al., postulated the slow step,in agreement with out results, 

as the formation of.an intermediate species. Haensel, et al., 45 have 

observed the intermediate cyclohexene species at very high (approximately 

30,000 LHSV) space velocities. This indicates the intermediate is also 

found at atmospheric pressure reaction conditions and is very reactive 

at the step and edge atoms which must exist on the dispersed metal particles. 
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In addition to dehydrogenation reactions, hydrogenolysis is also 

taking place on the ~latinum surfaces. 3! -oni~Jring the benz2n2 tJ 

n-hexane ratio·on ~~e various catalysts as a function of surface structure, : 

we have identified staps as primarily res:;onsible for C-H and H-H bond 

breaking and kinks for C-C bond breaking in addition to C-H and H-H bond 

scissions. Thus~ hydrogenolysis is initiated at kinks in the atomic 

steps. Since we need specific surface sites for hydrogenolysis to occur 

this is also a structure-sensitive reaction. However, hydrogenolysis is 

insensitive to the state of ordering of ~1e carbonaceous overlayer. It 

proceeds whether t."'.e carbonaceous overl3.y'=r is ordered or disordered. 

It appears that the classification of structure-sensitive reactions 

should be expanded to separate those re.:ctions that exhibit step (or kink) 

sensitivity into one group and those t~at are also sensitive to the 

st;-ucture of the overl ayer, into another ~roup. This expanded class i fi

cation is shown in Table IV • In addition to the dehydrogenation and 

hydrogenolysis reactions described in :.'lis paper we have included t\'/o 

other reactions t~at were studied recen:iv. It would be of great 

va 1 ue to include in t.l1i s cl assi fi cation s:veral other hydrocarbon reactions 

(iso!i'.erization,·hydrogenation, exchan~e}. ;'·!ore reactions are presently 

being studied to expand these results on characterized surfaces. i·~onogue 

and Katzer46 Have proposed a subdivisio~ of structure-sensitive 

(demanding) reactions along very sif.lii='" lines. '.Primary structure

sensitivity' is the effect of changing :article size or step and kink 

density. Their 'secondary structure-s~ .. sitivity• includes effects of 

self-poisoning and oxygen impurity on re:cti on rate. Ti1e se 1f-poi soni ,1g 

phenomena is, for nydrocarbon reactio"1S a!1 ;JlJtinur.~, at least at lo·~ 
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pressure, the sensitivity of a reaction to the order in the carbonaceous 

overlayer. However, caution must be exercised in studies of structure-

sensi ti vi ty as the reaction mechanism or the surface structure may change 

markedly with pressure, temperature and reactant ratio. Most of the sur-

face structure-sensitivity of various catalytic reactions was derived 

from the particle size dependence of the reaction rate on polydispersed 

metal catalyst systems. Although there is excellent agreement between 

the classifications of the various reactions based on studies using supported 

metal catalysts with variable particle size and.our studies using various 

s·ingle crystal surfaces, this may not be the case for all reactions. 

Perhaps the step density or the kink density is proportional to pa·ticle 

size while the ordering characteristics of the carbonaceous overlayer may 

or may not be affected by changes of particle size. In addition, studies 

similar to those reported on platinum must be carried out using crystal 

surfaces of other transition metals to ascertain that these arguments are 

more broadly applicable to describe the catalytic chemistry of transition 

elements. There is evidence that the heat of adsorption of hydrogen on 

palladium crystal surfaces varies markedly with step density47 while gold 

crystal surfaces exhibit chemisorption behavior that is independent of 

step density. 29 

9. A Descriptive Model of Hydrocarbon Catalysis on Platinum Surfaces .• 

Studies to correlate the reactivity and the surface structure and 

composition of platinum surfaces indicate that the active platinum crystal 

surface must be heterogeneous. The heterogeneity involves the presence 

of various atomic sites that are distinguishable by their number of 
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nearest neighbors (atoms in terraces, in steps and in kinks), and also 

variation in surface chemical composition. A model that depicts t1e 

active platinum surface is shown schematically in Figure 28 • Part of the 

surface is covered wtth a partially dehydrogenated carbonaceous overlayer, 

ordered or disordered, from which 'islands' of platinum clusters pro

trude. These are the platinum atoms in·steps and at kinks that are 

active in various ~-C, C-H an· ll-H bond breaking activity. Perhaps 

because of the ease of di ssoci ati on and higher binding energy of hydrogen 

at the steps, these sites and their vicinity remain clean (as long as 

there is excess hydrogen) and represent areas of high turnover number. 

The species that form as a result of bond scission at these clusters may 

rearrange and then diffuse away onto the terrace that is covered with the 

overlayer, where desorption takes place. Alternately, rearrangement 

takes place on the ordered carbonaceous overlayer prior to desorption. 

The heat of desorption should be lower on the portion of the surface that 

is covered with the overlayer than at an exposed step. 

It should be noted that the presence of excess hydrogen is always 

necessary during hydrocarbon reactions even in those circumstances when 

the reaction is hydrogen producing (dehydrogenation, dehydrocyclization, 

etc). It appears that the main role of excess hydrogen is to keep the 

step and kink sites clean. The reduction of the hydrogen pressure can 

lead to immediate deactivation as it is frequently experienced in reactor 

studies. 

The discovery that kink sites in steps are effective in breaking C-C 

bonds in addition to C-H and H-H bonds, thereby initiating hydrogenolysis 

reactions may also explain the effect of trace impurities or second 
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component metals that introduce selectivity. Since these kink sites have 

fewer nearest neighbors than step or terrace sites, they are likely to 

bind impurities or other metal atoms with stronger chemical bonds. Thus, 

these sites are readily blocked by impurities. As a result selective 

•poisoning" of hydrogenolysis may be obtained by minute concentrations of 

well-chosen impurities or another metal component. 

10. Theory of Low Coordination Number Active Sites on Surfaces 

The large difference in the bond breaking ability bet\<.teen various 

surface sites that are distinguishable by the number of nearest neighbors 

must be the result of ~1eir unique local structural environment and charge 

density. The charge density at a corner on the surface has been calcu-
·. . 48 

1ated by Kesmodel and ralicov employing the ~onfiguration that is 

dei)icted in Figure 19. Their calculations utilized the jellium r.:Ddel for· 

t.i;e rretal that permits computations of the charge density at the surface 

self-consistently and also utilized the free electron gas properties of 

t~ngsten. At the cor~er site there is enhanced amplitude of the charged 

c!ensity fluctuation (Friedel oscillation) that leads to an increased 

potenti~l energy, ~~' for electrons on the corner atom. The magnitude 

of this potentia 1 energy difference for free e 1 ectrons bet'.·H~en the corner 

sites and away from;: depends on the local atomic structure at the sur-

face irregularity. As a result some of the free electrons are di5plac2d 

away from the corner site leaving there behind a ~et oositive chJrge. 

The number of electrons, t.i'l, that are removed from th2 corner sic:es is 

proportional to t.;'la-L::·J(Ef) ~vhere D(Ef) is tne density of stJces a;: tn:=: 

Fermi l~vel while t~e ~agnitude of~~ is determined by the locJ~ sc2o 

structure. Thus, t~er= is a large local electric fi~ld Jr=sent ~~ ~~2 
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0 

cornAr sites of the order of 0.38 V/~ that should help to further polarize 

the incoming molecules that have well-defined polarizabilities and break 

them apart. The higher the density Qf states of the Fermi level, the 

larger is the positive charge at ~,e corner site. For transition metals 

the density of states at the Fermi level is very large indeed while for 

nontransition metals D(Ef) can be quite small. Some of the values of 

D(Ef) that have 'been determined are Pt: 2.1 e/V/atom, Ni: 1.1, \~: 0. 7, 

Cu: 0.4, Au: 0.3. These values yi~ld ~·~ of -0.6, -0.3 and -0.2 for Pt, IIi 

and~~ taking ~cp = 0.3 volts. Thus, for metals 1r1ith large values of D(Ef) 

~1ere are large variations of charge density at surface irregularities 

(i.e., low coordination number sites). For gold, on the other hand, ~N 

is ab~u· -0.09. Thus, surface irre;u1arities do not show much charge 

.::e~sity V3riation with respect to =~·-s at surface sites a't1ay from steos. 

Therefore the surface is 1 ike ly to o~sent uniform charge density to the 

incoming reactants and is horoogeneous regardless of variations of surface 

sites. These conclusions are certainly supported by our experiments of 

chemisorption and chemical reactions on platinum, gold and iridium sur-

faces. While surface irregularities like atomic steps have different 

chenistry for platinum and iridium, :oth metals with high density of 

states, gold surfaces s:1ow the saTe c:1emical behavior regardless of surface 

ato:nic structure. 

For platinum C-H, H-H and C-C jond breaking occurs predominantly at 

lo·,o~ coordination number sites (steas =nd kinks) at lm-1 pressures and 

te~peratures while atJ:ns in terr~~!s 1r! rel3tiv~ly inacti~~ ~nder th~s~ 

e;<perimental conditions. Thus, t..;.,2 :::ond scission activities for t~ese 

three bond breaking processes co~l~ :e identified by experiments on la~ 

.-
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and high Miller Index surface 'r'tith relati'le ease due to the marked change 

in reactivity with step and kink density. For iridium and for that matter 

for most transition metals to the left of platinum,in the periodic table~ 

C-H, H-H and C-C bonds may be broken on atomic terraces as well due to the 

increased'M-C and M-H bond energies. Thus, distinguishing between the 

chemical activities of surface sites of different coordination number may 

be somewhat more difficult. Detailed experimental analysis of the chemi

cal behavior of different surface sites on cobalt, iron, rhodium and 

ruthenium, etc. surfaces is yet to be carried out. It is likely that 

larger binding energy diatomic roolecules, CO and N2, should perhaps be 

oore sensitive probes of the bond breaking abilities associated l'lith 

different low coordination number sites of these elements than hydrocarbons 

with weaker chemical bonds. 

'Ahile low coordination number sites, steps and kinks, are the active 

sites ·for bond breaking in platinum, the atomic terrace sites with larg2r 

coordination numbers may also bec3~ active sites with unique chemistry. 

for other elements. It \vill perna~s become possible to identify the bond 

breaking ability of various coordination number sites of a given metal in 

breaking H-H, C-H, C-C, C=O, N5N, etc. chemical bonds. By variation of 

the atomic surface structure that would change the relative contentrations 

of the different coordination number surface sites, the product distri-

bution in surface chemical reactions may be markedly varied. 
t'9 

Falicov and Tsang have calculated the charge density distribution 

at corner sites in ionic and rare gas crystal surfaces. For ionic solids, 

low coordination number surface sites s!1ould l:av:: lure;~ cnarge -:!ens;t:.~ 

variations and even changes in in~erianic distances at steos when co~pa~~d 

to sites away from steps. On r3re gas crystal surfaces, the charse d2ns~ty 
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appears to be uniform independent of atomic irregularities. These calcu-

lations, no doubt, will be subjected to experimental scrutiny in the not 

too distant future. Results similar to that obtained by Falicov et al. 

for corners on metal surfaces were obtained by K. Johnson using Xa 

computational methods. Calculations are also being carried out to deter

mine the lattice vibrational spectrum (phonon spectrum) and the mean 

square displacement associated with surface atoms in steps and kinks. 52a 

One would expect that the local field experienced by a transition 

metal ion deriving from (1) the self-consistent field of the s-electrons 

and (2) the crystal field from the lattice to be different depending on 

the ion's position; in the bulk, on the plane surface or near a step 

corner. This local field has two major effects: (1) causing a sizable 
.. 

electron transfer from the ! tepped corner to the bulk or vice versa, (2) 

producing different d-orbital level splittings and different d-orbital 

occupations depending on the position of the metal ion. Tsang and 

Falicov50 have calculated the energy levels of d-electrons at different 

corner sites when the crystal field is turned on. These calculations 

made across the periodic table for ions with different number of d-electrons 

namesly v2+, cr2+, Fe2+, co2+,.Ni 2+ and cu2+. The d-electron wave function 

is a product of the radial and the angular part. Assuming that the radial 

part is constant, they display the resultant constant contour of the 

angular part for these various ions. These contours clearly indicate that 

the stereo-chemistry of the corner atom can be quite different from that 

of a surface atom therefore a different kind of bonding is favored at 

different sites. The results of their calculations have been applied to 

explain the large differences between the catalytic activity of platinum. 

: 
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and gold at atomic steps. 

Studies of the charge density, the energy and the spatial arrangemen~ 

of localized electronic orbitals at low coordination number surface sites 

(i.e, steps and kinks) appears to be an important and challenging area of 

theoretical surface chemistry. The effect of surface irregularities on 

orbital symmetry considerationss so important in chemical reactions, ~ay 

further elucidate the unique chemical activity of these assymetric sites. 

Although potential energy surface calculations either by trajectory or~/ 

transition state methods for surface reactions are in their infancy, these 

computations should be of great value to obtain theoretical insight into 

t1e dynamics of surface reactions. Exoerimenta 1 determination of s ... rface 

react,on rate constantss activation energies and pre-exponential fa:tars 

a;e slaw in coming; however, there are enough data available at :;resent 

to provide tests for surface reaction theories. This is certainly :~e 

case for the H2-o2 exchange reaction on various surfaces as the d~~~ for 

this reaction .and for others has been reviewed and tabulated recel"!t:J. 

It is hoped that theoretical roodels :hat \-lill be developed will t:1~e int:J 

account the heterogeneity of the surface and the unique chemical ac:ivity 

associated with low coordination n•..l."l'.ber surface sites of various ioc:1l 

atomic structure and symmetry. 

Perhaps one of the important conclusions of these studies t~a: :oi~t 

to the ur1ique chemistry of surface irregularities; steps and kir.-::3 :.-:~': 

appear to be active sites, is the c:J;~trolling influence of th-e ~J::.:: 

atofilic structure, local surface c::-:c-::Jsi:iJn a:-~d local bondirl'~ =~-=···-?~~ 

absoroates and surface sites. r1~ -,;:restructure of tJi~ rr.etal s.;r:~::~ 

controls bond scission and thus t~e rate and path of chemical r~1::~:~3. 

Calculations taking into account t;,~s local bonding oicture s;~r'luL: ~~:) 
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to unravel the elementary bond breaking steps in catalytic surface 

reactions. 

Acti v: Sites on Non-r1eta 11 i c Surfaces 

On transition lll!tal surfaces much of the chemical activity that re-

sults in the breaking of large binding energy chemical bonds (C-H, C-C, 

etc.) is likely to be associated vlith surface sites of low coordination 

number (steps and kinks). The question arises to what extent t:,ese lm•1 

coordination number sites are responsible for bond scission in non-metallic 

catalyst surfaces such as oxides and various other semiconductors. Experi-

mental studies over the oast several years indicate that low coordination 

number surface. sites are also chemically active. in non-rretallic surfaces. 

-Stone et a1. 51 have st:Jdied the decomposition of methanol and fonnic acid 

en doped MgO surfaces. Doping 1t1ith cobalt and other rr:etals changes. the 

surface composition and introduces excess vacancies at tetrahedral sites. 

The decomposition of hydrocarbons has been markecly enhanced with in

creasing concentrations of ~~ese low coordination number defect sites. 

Cimino and Indovina
51

a in a similar study found doping t1g0 with r·fn in-
. I 

creased the concentration of surface defect sites and increased the rate 

- -,b or ii20 decomposition and C:O oxidation. Boudart et al. 0 found H
2
-o

2 
exchange occurs at s~ecially prepared defect sites on an MgO surface. 

Thus defect sites on oxice surfaces, similar to steps on metill s!.Jrfaces, 

have greater catalytic activity. 

: 
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Studies of the sticking probability of oxygen on silicon surfaces 

revealed a ch~nge from 10-5 to 1 wit.~ increasing density of surface steps. 52 

Crystals with large density of steps may be prepared by cleavage and their 

chemistry can be readily studied. Ibach has associated the increased 

activity of d1ssociat1vely chemisorbed oxygen to the presence of electron 

orbitals that became available on silicon atoms at low coordination number 

step sites on surfaces. 

Even in the absence of a free electron gas that causes charge redis

tribution at low coordination n~Der sites on metal surfaces there are 

s:rong chemical effects associated ·nith atoms in surface irregularities. 
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The rehybridization of localized elec:~Qn orbitals should have a marked 

effect on the chemical bonding at these sites. These are indicated by 

experiments on :·1g0 and silicon StZfaces as well as by calculations of 

crystal field splitting of metal ions in steps and charge distribution at 

corners or ionic crystal surfaces. It is likely that low coordination 

number sites are active sites for brea(ing of chemical bonds of various 

strength and types of non-metallic surfaces as \'lell. Clearly, studies 

of the surface chemnstry associated with low coordination number sites in 

non-metallic surface is an important area of exploration of cata1ysis 

sCience. 

11. Aspects of Enzyme Catalysis on ~etal Surfaces . 
Our stlK1ies of hydrocarbon reacti::ns on platinum surfaces when 

cau~led with Auger electron spectrosco~y determinations of the composition 

of the reactive surface indicate that the catalyst surface is covered 

with a carbonaceous deposit during Lie surface reaction either at low or 

at high pressure. Thus the reaction i1termediates and products form in 

the presence of, or perhaps with the :~rticipation of, these carbonaceous 
:::1 

residues. Studies by Hansen et al.~~ ~f a~nia decomposition on tungsten 

surfaces also indicate that the reac:i·te ;:,etal catalyst surface is ·covered 

with nitrogen or nitrogen-tungsten cccoounds during the surface r~actiJn. 

During the oxidation of ammonia on platinum surfaces there is evidence 'oy 
. 

Auger electron spectroscopy that tenaci.Jusly held chemisorbed nitroC)en or 

nitride is pr~sent an the surface duri~g the chemical reaction. 54 It is nat 

too difficu1t to rationalize the necess3rJ prese.'lCZ of suci1 an overi.!;~r 

by surface t.1er.10dynamic arguments. - ..... e :otal sur~-1c~ fr2e energ~' of 

~etal surfaces wou1d be lowered b:t :~.:: )r~sence of c.Jr::-on or ni tro-:.:en 
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contamination or other deposits. The s~rface segregation of impurities 

such as calcium, carbon or sulfur are ·P~ell demonstrated by electron 

spectroscopy studies. The driving for:~ for surface segregation of thes2 

-impurities on metal surfaces largely CCi:1eS from the lowering of the surface 

free energy of the metal catalyst syst-~ due to their presence. Thus, 

the catalyst activityiis associated not with the metal surface but with 

the metal-carbon on metal-nitrogen, i.e., the metal-adsorbate system. It 

is perhaps misleading to consider the ~tal alone as providing the catalytic 

surface as one ought to scrutinize the surface properties of the catalyst 

in the presence of the reaction mixt~re. In this circumstance the sur-

face carbonaceous overlayer or other de~osit attributable to the reactant 

is likely to be an active participant 4n creating the active catalyst 

surface. 

~~ore importantly, the carbonaceous deposit on the platinu::1 catalyst 

surfaces was often ordered, and order~~g imparted to it unique prcperties. 

The presence of an ordered overlayer eiiminated the poisoning of dehydro

genation reactfons (C6H10 to c6H6). T'·.e dehydrocycl i zati on of n-heptane 

to toluene would only occur in the oresence of the ordered carbonaceous 

overlayer that must fonn during the co·..irse of the reaction. On platinum 

crystal surfaces wher( ordering of tn~ :~ydrocarbon residue \'las inhibited 

by either the atomic surface struc:~re Jf platinum or by the reaction 

conditions, dehydrocyclization could ~~t occur at all in co::1petition wit~ 

the much more facile hydrogenolysis or isomerization reactions. 

It appears that complex mol~cu1~r r~~rrang2rent3 an t~~ s~rf~:~ f2-

quire th.e presence of an ordered over: ::Jer or t2r:1pl3~e to co;:~;J~te 

successfully with other simpler re3c:~:1s that take place at an 1Jpr2ci~~:~ 
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faster rate. The rates of hydrogenolysis or iso;neri;::1tion reactions are 

a:Jout one order of magnitude faster than the denyarocycl ization ra-ce of 

n-heptane to toluene at low pressures and also mar~ed1y more facile at 

!high pressures. It is not unreasonable to suggest that the ordered 

overlayer provides the template for slower, more cc~iex chemical re-

arrangements during the course of the surface re~ctions by providing sites 

at proper distances and symmetry communsurate with the molecular dimensions 

and structure of the complex product to be formed. Future studies must 

explore the precise experimental conditions for or~ering of the carbon-

aceous overlayer, its composition and the unique ~1:;:ionship bet•;~een its 

structure and that of the product molecules. It is i ikely that this 

si~p~e mechanism for product selectivity is also !~e Jroperty of other 

:~t=lyst surfaces that are employed in hydrocarbon re::ctions or in re-

actions of nitrogen and oxygen containing compounds bath in reducing and 

oxidizing environments. Perhaps these overlayer s:r~ctures provide the 

bridge between heterogeneous catalysis and enzyme c~~lysis. 
' 

12. Possible Correlations Between Homogeneous a:1::: :-:e:erogeneousCatalysis 

Heterogeneous catalyst surfaces with their ~u:t~:ude of irregularities, 

s~~~s and kinks, of various configurations provije r=ady sites for bond-

~reaking processes of many types that may occur si~ultaneously. Homogeneous 

ca~alysts that consist of a single metal atom sur~1~:ed by ligands ca:1r.c: 

~:!sily match the varied reactivity of the heteroge!1:'Jus surface especially 

in breaking strong chemical bonds of different ty::s. However, there are 

si:nilarities bet•.-1een the homoqeneous and heteroc;er:e·:· ... s systems that are 

~l~eady apparent. Internal rearrangement of the ~:=c~le that results il 

ex:hange among the surrounding ligands is ~uch f~s:~r, ~nd takes plJce -" 
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a time scale much shorter than the exchange of the ligand with external 

molecules. Likewise, rearrangement of adsorbed molecules takes place 

much faster than desorption of the final product on heterogeneous surfaces. 

Thus, rearrangement on the surface of both heterogeneous and homogeneous 

systems is fast compared to external chemical exchange. We should increase 

the surface area of the homogeneous system and provide metal-metal bonds 

to further increase the similarity. Metal clusters, i.e., molecules \·lith 

several metal atoms joined together and then stabili~ed by suitable ligands, 

are likely to approximate the catalyst activity of the heterogeneous syste'ls. 

Clusters of this type, even bi~tallic clusters, have already been syn-

thesized. It appears that the assymetric structure of a step or kink is 

i::1portant in providing the charge density distribution and orbital con-

fi~uration necessary to break strong chemical bonds. Assymetric clusters 

mi]ht be able to exhibit bond breaking acitivty similar to that of steps 

and kinks on metal surfaces. 

~e may then view the relationship between homogeneous, heterogeneous 

and enzyme catalysis as depicted in Figure 29. The t\·Jo dominant features 

of heterogeneous metal catalysis, the importance of low coordination 

number sites to break chemical bonds and the structural properties of 

overlayers that control the path of more complex surface reactions, ~r? 

the bridges bet.-~een these fie 1 ds. Future studies vii 11 verify hew \-le 11 

these views are justified. 
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Figure Captions 

l. ·r1odel of a heterogeneous solid surface depicting different surface 

sites. These sites are distinguishable by their number of nearest 

neighbors. 

2. Stereographic triangle indicating various crystallographic orientations 

of face centered cubic solid surfaces using t'liller Index notations. 

3. Low-energy electron diffraction patterns and schematic representations 

of the surface configurations of platinum single crystal surfaces. 

(a) Pt (111) containing less than 1012 defects/cm2; (b) Pt(557) sur

face containing 2.5xlo14 step atoms/cm2 with an average spacing between 

steps of 6 atoms and (c) Pt(679) surface containing 2.3xlo 14 step 

atoms/cm2 and 7xlo14 kink atoms/cm2 with an average spacing bet~>~een 

st2ps of 7 atoms and be't~een kinks of 3 atoms. 

4. D1ffraction pattern and cne~tic representation of the Pt(l11) 

crystal face. 
) b)! 

5. a Diffraction pattern from t.'1e Pt(100)-(5xl) structure. Schematic re-

presentation of the (100) surface with hexagonal overlayer. c)Diffraction 
41 

pattern from the Pt(lOO)-~lxl) structure. Schematic representation 

of the (100) surface. 

6. A stereographic triangle of a platinum crystal depicting the various 

high Miller Index surfaces of platinum that were studied. 

7. Diffraction patterns and sc~erMtic representations of additional p!.:~intH~ 

stepped surfaces used in tnese studies: (a) Pt(S)~[9(111 )x(108) ~t 

84 V, (b) Pt(S)-[4(111)x(1JJ) at 34 V, and (c) Pt(S)-[7(111 )x(J!J) 

c.t 49 V. 

8. Scheme of the- lm·l-ener'}y e1 ectr'Jn diffraction t~chnirlue. 
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9.1 Typical diffraction patterns frc:1 the (111) face of a p:~:inun single 

crystal at four different incid~nt electron beam energi~s: (a) 51 eV, 

(b) 63.5 eV, (c) 160 eV and (d) 181 eV. 

10. Diffraction patterns of a clean Pt(lll) surface·and fro~_ surface • .. dth 

adsorbed ordered acetylene exhibiting a (2x2) structure. 

11. Comparisons of theory and exp~riment for i ntens ity-ener::y :-rofil es 

from Pt(lll) at room temperat:JM! for (a) the (00) bean c.nc (b) the 

{TO) beam at three angles of ~~cidence. The verticle s::.i~s are of 

relative intensity in arbitra~1 units and are not necess=r~ly co~patible 

from one curve to the next. 7~e theoretical results we~e :alc~lated 

an the assumption 0f the bulk interplanar spacing for ~:1 ~~a~ic 

layers par!llel to the surfac2. 

12. Energy-level~diagram represen~3tion of (a) photoelectrc;; :lission and 

(b) X-ray absorpti~n. 

13. Energy-level-diac:,..::n represent3tion of the excitations j:; :a) ),:Jjer 

electron emission and (b) X-r~y fluorescence. 

14. Auger e 1 ectron spectrosco:::l:'; experimental configura t~ Y~ and ener;y 

diagram. 
a) 

15. Auger spectra of platinum in t~e presence of carbon anc c!r~on ~onoxide 

b)fn the clean state. 

16. Scheme of the experimental a:Jo~rat:..s to carr:t out ca~a-::t:~: r=a:::t~ ,.., 

rate studi~s on sinql~ crys::a1 5'Jr•aces at 1o1• r1n'J a:-::~- Jr=5.>·.:--~: 

in the range of 10- 7 torr to 11
1 

torr. 

17. Schematic of th~ ul :rahigh v~:~J~ ~ol?cular be3m surfac~ ~=~::=r~~1 

a;Jparatus. 
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18. Diffraction ratterns for the benzene surface structure of the Pt(lll) 

crystal face taken a.t several voltages and a schematic diaqram of the 

unit cell. The benzene is shown in two orientations. All dimensions 
0 

are in A. 

19. Scattering distribution of H2, o2 and HD formed at the surface from 

platinum (111) and platinum single crystal surfaces. On single 

scattering, HD signal from the Pt(lll) surface is not observable. 

20. The steady state rate of production of benzene and cyclohexene from 

cyclohexane as a function of hydrogen to hydrocarbon ratio. The 

reaction conditions are 4xlo-8 torr of cyclohexane and 423K catalyst 

temperature. 6- Pt(S)-[7(100)x(lll)]; D- Pt(S)-[3(lll)x(l00)]; 

0- Pt(S)-[6(lll)x(l00)]; ~- Pt(S)-[6(lll)x(710)]; I- Pt(S)-[7(111 )x 

(310)] 

21 • (A) Cycl ohexane dehydrogenation to benzene ( -0- )_ and hydrogeno 1 ys is 

to n-hexane (-6-) as a function of step density. (8) Cyclohexane 

dehydrogenation to benzene and hydrogenolysis to n-hexane as a function 

of kink density at a constant step density of 2.0xlo14tcm2• 

22. Induction period for the production of benzene (---) and cyclohexene 

(---)from cyclohexane. Hydrogen to cyclohexane ratio of 20:1; 

cyclohexane pressure 4xlo-8 torr. 

23. The amount of carbon on the catalyst surface at steady state reaction 

under standard conditions. An Auger peak height ratio of 4.0 

corresponds to approximately 1.0 mono layers of carbon. line through 

points at a 2 kcal/mole slope. 

24. Temperature dependence of dehydrogenation of cyclohexane to benzene (-0-) 

and hydrogenolysis (-6-). The overall activation energy for hydrogenolysis 
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·;s 3±.5 kca1/mole. Standard reaction conditions~ data for Pt(S)-

( 6 ( 111 ) X ( 1 QQ ) ] • 

Inhibition of benz~ne (-0-) from cyclohexane and increasing cyclohexene 

formation (-0-) with time on Pt{S)-[6(11l)x(l00)] surface. All catalysts 

~ith\(111) orientat'i:>n terraces behave similarly. 

Cyc1ohexene dehydrogenation to benzene as a function of 1Ai step 

density and (B\ kink density. Standard reaction conditions. 

Inhibition of benzene formation from cyc1ohexene on disordered 

carbonaceous overlayers (-), Pt(S)-[6(111)x(l00)] and Pt(S)-[13 

(111)x{l00}]; and lack of inhibition of ordered carbonaceous overlayers 

(---), Pt(S)-[7(1~0)x(111)]. 

28. ! 5-chematic representation of a platinum catalyst ~-Jith a monolayer of 

carbonaceous o·1er1~y~r shmt~ing the exposed olatinum clusters. 

29. Relationship be~~~n homogeneous, heterogeneous and enzyme catalysis 

as inferred from t~e experimental studies of hydrocarbon catalysis 

on platinum surfaces. 
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Tab.le I 

\~ork function changes and structural information for adsorption of 

organic compounds.on the Pt(lll) and Pt(l00)-(5xl} surfaces • 

. 
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Table II 

Comparison on initial specific rate data for the cyclopropane hydro

genolysis on platinum catalysts. 
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~II 

Caz:J?arison of Initial Speei!ic: .R.ate Data fo-: the Cyclopr.o?ane 

Hydrogenolysis on ?lo:i:nz Co:..;..l::sts 

Calculated spee!fie reaction 
rate~ ? 0 C? = 135 torr and 

Data source Type of Catalyst T .. 75"C. 

{moles c3;;8) ::1olecules C}E8 

min• c:=2?t :lin . Pt site 

Present study Run lOA 2.1 X 10-6 

Run 12A 1.8 X lC-6 

Run 15 1.8 X 10-6 

Run 16 2.1 X 10-6 
, 

Average 1.95 X 10-0 312 

;.; .• 30,49 
•• e~~ai.!.S 0.04 \lt%Pt ] • 7 X 

10-j 410 

. on n - Al203 
basec c~ 
100: ?:; 
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480 -- Pt on n - Al 2o3 ; 

and 
l'J-6 

"8 
0.3: and 0.6: 2.5 X 1340 

Doug..ltarty• Pt on y - Al.z03 
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Table III 

Initial turnover numbers on platinum crystal surfaces for various 

hydrocarbon reactions at high pressures and at low pressures. 



INJTIAL TURNOVER NUMBER (sec-1) ON Pt CRYSTAL SURFACES 
(300° C) 

HIG SURE LOW. PRESSURE 
( total p 215torr ) ( total pressure ax I0-7 torr ) 

REACTION reactan e 15 torr reactant pressure 4X I0-8 torr 

C6H12- C6H6 3 6.3 X 10-5 

C6H12- C6H1o 2X 10-2 2.0X 10-5 

C6 H10 - C6H6 100 4X 10-3 

n-heptone-toluene 10-2 10-5 

n-heptane- methyl cyclohexane 10-1 -

cyclopropane- propane 150 
(total pressure 7X I o-o torr) 
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Classification of reactions by step density and carbonaceous overlayer 

dependence. 
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Fig. 5 XBB 7111-5356 
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